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Dear Essential workers, 
 
First thing I have to say is thank you! You work at the 
risk of getting the virus that is going around, and you 
help us get through these tough times. Your work, no 
matter what category, helps us! We are so grateful for 
you and the rest of the essential workers. If you work as 
a cashier at a grocery store, you are risking yourself and 
helping others get their food and be safe from the virus. 
If you are working anywhere near other people, you are 
risking yourself!  
 
Thank you for all your work! No matter the essential 
job, be safe! 
 
Sincerely, Andre Gebara 
Featherson Dr. Public School

See page 23 for more letters of gratitude to essential 
workers written by local Grade 7 and 8 students. 

Spring comes like it doesn’t even know…

Posted in windows, written on sidewalks, displayed on buildings, we show how thankful we are to those essential workers 
who risk everything for their community.

ALTA VISTA WEARS ITS GRATITUDE  
FOR FRONT-LINE WORKERS
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VISTAS Vision

The VISTAS community newspaper is in its fourth decade of pro-
duction. We aim to provide interesting articles about your friends, 

neighbours, activities available in the community, and items of con-
cern to the Alta Vista area. We encourage involvement and discussion 
from our readers and look forward to reading your emails, letters and 
submitted articles. Your VISTAS team will do its utmost to continue 
to provide a quality newspaper which will be an enjoyable read for 
your home. 

By Valda Goudie

Finding the Good

We see the ghost town parking 
lots of small businesses; we don 

masks and gloves to pick up groceries; 
and strangers avoid meeting our eye as 
we pass them on walks – like eye contact 
would somehow put them at risk. We 
might be tempted to think, “What could 
possibly be good about this pandemic?” 
I’ve always believed that finding the good in terrible situations is a 
healthier way to navigate through them. So, this is me – finding the 
good, in no particular order of significance.

Sleep. Working from home has given us more time to rest! We have 
eliminated the commute time, and prep time has been drastically 
reduced as well. Who needs a perfect hairdo and makeup job to work 
from home? Our bodies may have been accustomed to less sleep, but 
I’m sure they appreciate the time to catch up on those zzzzs.

Connectivity of technology. We may not be getting out much, but 
technology has opened up other ways to see and talk to each other. It’s 
incredible to host a virtual dinner with our sons and their grandparents 
in different provinces, all eating at the same time (while in different 
time zones) and interacting together. We honestly hadn’t thought of that 
possibility before now. No one has to worry about drinking and driving 
when parties or book clubs are hosted virtually!

Environmental effects. The air quality all over the world has improved 
as people park their cars and stay at home! The Earth thanks us.

Family time. In our busy society with most families having two parents 
working outside of the home, while it may not seem like it at times, this 
lockdown is a gift to families. Even when they are working from home, 
the opportunities are there to eat lunch together, to take a break and do 
an activity or go outside. Just having their parents physically present is 
such a gift of well-being and security for young children.

Education. Homeschooling may have given parents a new sense of 
appreciation for teachers! It is likely that it has also enlightened some 
parents to their child’s strengths and weaknesses. They are able to see 
for themselves what their teachers have been telling them about their 
child as a student. Their children are getting one-on-one support in areas 
of need which the school can’t always give them.

Appreciation for health care workers and other essential services. 
We are more aware of and grateful to those who put themselves at 
risk daily during this time. Physical messages are posted all over our 
community saying thank you!
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Awareness of some of the flaws in the system. Discovering some 
of the gaps in our system, especially in caring for our older population, 
will hopefully mean positive change in the future. I think as a nation, 
we are appalled and apologetic for not paying more attention to our 
vulnerable populations.

Stopping to smell the roses. Literally. People are getting outside 
more. They are enjoying nature, taking pictures of birds, noticing the 
new leaves on trees, smelling the flowers.

Relaxing Bodies. Our hair is healthier than ever if, like me, you 
haven’t plugged in a hot iron in months and you avoided going to the 
drug store to buy your own hair dye. And just consider all the happy 
boobs. Yes, boobs are dancing delightedly all over Alta Vista singing, 
“We’re free! We’re free!” I hear your Amen, sisters, while echoes of 
“Where? Where?” bounce off rooftops. We may have a Burn-your-Bra 
movement happening before we all go back to work.

Online church services – I love going to church in my bathrobe 
and slippers! Churches are reaching more people with a Good News 
message this way.

Neighbourly love and concern. Cooking meals for those in need, 
making donations or helping out at food banks; doing grocery runs for 
those who can’t go out for themselves; ordering in more often to support 
local businesses; look at all the ways we are supporting each other! Will 
we be a closer-knit community when this is over?

Unity as a nation. Way to go, Canada! Some would say our leaders 
are doing what they can in a situation they can’t predict. They are 
attempting to keep us safe, while supporting us financially in many 
cases. While our prime minister may go down in history as the one who 
reminded us to protect others while talking ‘moistly,’ other leaders of 
great nations will be immortalized for much bigger issues. 

Closing Remarks
Our dear readers who have faced the coronavirus head-on with your 

own health, or that of love ones; some of you even possibly mourning a 
death during this time, on behalf of VISTAS, I would like to say we are 
sorry you’ve faced this hardship. My light tone above is not meant to 
belittle the suffering this world pandemic has caused. 

We are very proud of how our community has united to follow our 
leaders’ directives to stay at home and protect ourselves and others 
when we do have to go out. You will read stories in this issue of heroes 
who have made a positive difference in the lives of others, in lightening 
the load and providing help to neighbours. We are so proud of you.

As you know, we did not have a May issue of VISTAS which was our 
way of supporting our volunteer distribution team in their endeavour to 
shelter in place as well. We are happy to be back in print, acknowledging 
that this is, as always, our final issue before summer. To help our local 
small businesses who may be struggling during this time, the VISTAS 
Board decided to use reserve funds for its operating costs, rather than 
charging for ads, for both the April and June issues. 

Have a wonderful summer, whatever that looks like as we embrace a 
new ‘normal’ in all areas of our lives. Stay safe and look for the good!
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• Anoka, 34 papers
• Bloor, Penhill, Crestwood, 56 

papers 
• Chomley, 40 papers
• Cunningham (Marshall Ct to 

Fairbanks), 26 papers
• Edge Hill, 58 papers
• Grasmere, 39 papers
• Juno, 38 papers

• Leslie & Billings (west of 
Transit Way), 19 papers

• Mimosa, 30 papers
• Pixley, Renova, 125 papers
• Pleasant Park (west of Transit 

Way) & Riverside (Pleasant 
Park to Billings), 17 papers

• Portland, 24 papers
• Station Boulevard, 40 papers
• Winther, 24 papers

Adams Crane Goren Raglan
Arch Cross Haig Russell
Audrey Dakota Halifax Samuel
Avenue N Halstead Sandra
Avenue P Devon Hamlet Saunderson 

(Halifax to 
Pleasant Park)

Avenue Q Dickens Harding Saunderson 
(Pleasant Park 
to Smyth)

Avenue R Hastings Saunderson 
(Smyth to 
Halstead)

Avenue S Drew Heaton Shamir
Avenue T Dunelm Howland Shelley
Avenue U Dwellingham Hutton Smyth 

(Dauphin to 
Russell)

Balharrie Dwight Joliffe Sonata
Bingham Edgecombe Keats Southvale
Blackstone Edmond Magnus St Laurent 

(Walkley to 
Russell)

Botsford Elderfield Martha Susan
Botsford 
South

Ellen Maywood Tawney

Browning Elsett Melford Tupper
Emslie Monteith Urbandale

Carnegie Erinbrook Naples Valley
Caverley Fairdale

Fife
Nerta Weston 

Chadburn Fleming Olympia Weyburn
Chapman Foley Orchid Wingate
Chaucer Folkstone Othello
Circle Furby Pleasant Park

Plesser
Connery Gill
Cornish Glendevon Pullen

For West of Haig

For East of Haig

VISTAS Volunteer Carriers Needed
Public consultation is changing and we are adapting

By Councillor Jean Cloutier 

By now many of us have adapted and become familiar with a variety 
of ways you can reach out to friends and family using technology. 

You may have noticed governments and institutions testing ways in 
which they can utilize technology to keep us informed on what has been 
happening while living in a global pandemic. 

The City of Ottawa has been testing a variety of options; some familiar, 
some new. Committees and council have been broadcasting on YouTube 
for a while now. On May 14, the City had another successful virtual 
Town Hall which allowed residents to phone in with questions.  

Some offices are using Facebook Live to reach people, while others 
use online services like Zoom, Skype or simple conference calling. 
Each platform comes with pros and cons, not limited to bandwidth or 
transmission clarity. Security, accessibility, translation, screensharing 
and procedure are other concerns we will have to take into consideration 
moving forward until we are able to meet again in person.  

Staff have worked hard to establish a standard method and best 
practices to continue bringing people together to discuss and exchange 
on the important matters in our communities. They have settled on a 
combination of holding meetings online via Zoom and broadcasting 
committee and council on YouTube to the general public. 

I am committed to ensuring that everyone has an opportunity to stay 
informed and stay engaged on the issues which matter to them most. 
This includes neighbourhood issues like development, traffic, road work 
and maintenance, parks, recycling and garbage. 

For those of you with an interest in larger city-wide initiatives, there 
are still important conversations about the new official plan which will 
define our city for decades to come. Bookmark the Engage Ottawa 
website for a full list of what the city is working on. 

Remember, where you get your information is crucial. 
With much of our lives now taking place online, please continue to 

be careful about what is being presented to you. We are still seeing 
large amounts of false, misleading and even dangerous information 
appearing in our newsfeeds and inboxes. In a time when misinformation 
is spreading much like a virus itself, it helps to know exactly where your 
information is coming from.

Only use trusted sources like Ottawa.ca, Ottawa Public Health, 
Ontario.ca and Canada.ca for the latest information on COVID-19 
and the actions being taken by various governments to stop the spread, 
easing restrictions, and allowing businesses to cautiously re-open. 

Be critical of second-hand sources claiming to share seemingly 
legitimate items. It doesn’t take much for someone to steal a logo or 
create a false source of information designed to gain your trust. 

I am privileged to be your municipal representative on council at this 
critical time. Just because we can’t meet in person doesn’t mean we 
can’t engage. My team and I are still working hard on COVID and other 
municipal issues.  

As always, if you have any questions, concerns, suggestions or even 
just to share a good experience, call or email my office; 

JeanCloutierOtt@ottawa.ca 
613-580-2488 

I hope you and your family stay well during these uncertain times. 
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OUR COMMUNITY
Heroes of Heron Emergency Food Centre

By Lynn Sherwood

So many things have happened this past month that I have, I confess, 
had difficulty deciding what to include in this article.  Every aspect of 

the delivery and distribution of food at HEFC has had to be reorganized. 
We have So Many Heroes! 

•  Our staff have devoted many hours to devising a means of maintaining 
self-distancing and sanitation standards both to provide needed food and 
to protect clients and volunteers. 

•  Regular teleconferences involving The Ottawa Food Bank, Ottawa 
City Hall, our local councillor Jean Cloutier, and Ottawa Public 
Health have reconfigured the delivery and distribution of food in this 
challenging situation, including organizing the use of our facility at The 
Heron Road Community Centre while most city buildings are closed.  

•  A new system of registration and accountability has been devised, 
using a laptop, to eliminate the need to wait for food in the building. 

•  Long-time, experienced volunteers who are also senior citizens have 
had to step aside and a team of younger folks, tasked with hauling bags 
of groceries to the entrance, has been recruited and trained.

•  Cleaning and maintenance staff at Heron Community Centre have 
maintained high standards of sanitation. 

•  Staff and volunteers have made it possible to maintain regular 
opening hours, as detailed on our website, throughout the pandemic. 

All of the people keeping HEFC functioning in a safe and efficient 
fashion have given selflessly of their time and energy at considerable 
risk to their own health in order to ensure that the increasing number 
of folks in need have access to high quality, nutritious food during this 
pandemic. Of course, all this work would be impossible without the 
support of community members who actually donate the food. Thank 
you.

When the quarantine began, we were quite concerned we would not 
be able to meet the anticipated increase in demand. However, we have 
actually seen increasing donations, all gratefully received, and much 
needed, in the first two months of this pandemic. The people of Ottawa 
have clearly demonstrated their community spirit and concern for the 
less fortunate. We thank all those who have thought of us and have helped 
out by making generous donations online through CanadaHelps as well 
as through local churches and service organizations. We especially thank 
the Alta Vista Community Association which has made a substantial 
donation to HEFC and has committed to continuing to support us as this 
pandemic continues. 

We do, however, want 
to highlight the efforts of 
one exceptional Hero who 
has made a consistent and 
lasting contribution through 
her innovative approach 
in assisting HEFC: Jo Ann 
Laverty. 

JO ANN LAVERTY
The owner of a local 

restaurant and catering 
company, Marcie’s Café, Jo 
Ann Laverty has, since the 
first days of the quarantine, 
been making, freezing, and 
delivering 100 nutritious 

soups and meals each week for HEFC clients. In addition, she has been 
supplying 100 meals a week to Gloucester Emergency Food Centre and 
to a number of identified agencies in Centertown. She has also begun 
donating 50 meals a week to paramedics who are on twenty-four-hour 
duty during the pandemic. Wow! 

Marcie’s Café in the Walkley Road Industrial Park provides catering 
and lunch meals to the many businesses in the area. The sudden onset of 
the pandemic and quarantine left Jo Ann with a building, facilities, and 
knowhow, but no customers. A long-time volunteer at Parkdale Food 
Centre, Jo Ann came up with an innovative idea to keep the lights on in 
her establishment while providing sustenance to folks who experiencing 
food insecurity.  

As she explains in her Go Fund Me campaign pitch: 
“There is an emerging sector of low income and homeless people 

who have lost regular access to the programs they rely on for food 
support as the result of Covid-19. This may be because their children no 
longer receive daily breakfast and snacks/meals at school or the daily 
community meals many rely on are no longer available in the same 
way.” 

Jo Ann’s meals are intended to fill the gap in service created when so 
many day programs and services were closed during the pandemic. Jo 
Ann’s facilities and expertise, supported by the generous donations of 
her friends, family, and business contacts, are filling that gap. 

Jo Ann’s Go Fund Me campaign is called Cooking for A Cause. 
Go Fund Me donations offset the cost of ingredients, packaging, and 
operational expenses, while Jo Ann provides the knowledge and labour 
required to prepare over 350 meals a week. Jo Ann’s campaign has 
received a lot of publicity through local media, including CTV news. 
She has been supported by family and friends in this endeavour, as well 
as by the employees of the businesses next to her café, Kiewit, Eurovia, 
Vinci and KEV.  Not only have their employees made substantial 
donations to the Go Fund Me campaign, but several have volunteered 
to assist her with food preparation and can be found at Marcie’s Café 
chopping onions during their lunch breaks. What a wonderful example 
of the collaboration of private business and volunteer good will for the 
benefit of those who are experiencing hard times! 

Keep Donating!
As this pandemic evolves, the volunteers, staff, and board of HEFC 

want to remind everyone that the need for emergency food assistance 
during the summer is expected to remain high. During the last few weeks, 
we have seen increasing numbers of new clients coming forward, often 
with stories of desperation after suddenly losing their employment. 
People, afraid to leave their homes, sometimes come to HEFC in great 
need, not having eaten for several days.  We are asking our community 
not to forget that while the first wave of the pandemic is abating, the 
need for emergency food support is not.  

You can contact us at: 613-737-9090 or hefc-info@rogers.com
Heron Emergency Food Centre is located at 1480 Heron Road and 

is open 4 days a week to provide emergency food to folks in need in 
Ottawa South. Our Annual General Meeting has been postponed until 
the fall.

Check us out on Twitter: HEFC.ca@HeronfoodCentre  
JUNE WISH LIST
Tuna, canned vegetables, canned pasta sauce, pasta, canned soup, 

chickpeas, kidney beans, cereal. Since it is now garden season, we want 
to remind everyone that we can find a home for your extra produce. 
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OUR COMMUNITY
From the Desk of Trustee Glen Armstrong 

The Ottawa Catholic School Board is committed to our community, 
the well-being of our students 

and staff, and innovative learning in 
a faith-filled environment. Despite a 
world pandemic, we remain focused 
on these goals.

Student learning has not ceased; 
it is alive and well in our kitchens, 
dining rooms, back yards and 
virtually. Remote learning will never 
replace classroom instruction, but our 
dedicated educators, support staff, 
union leaders and administrators are 
working collaboratively to ensure 
the continuation of relevant student 
learning.

In my District, educators and 
students are working hand-in-
hand to create meaningful learning 
experiences from podcasts at Frank 
Ryan, to Cardboard Challenges 
at Our Lady of Peace, to Star Wars Days at Our Lady of Victoria to 
Gratitude Days at St. Rita School. Our school communities are coming 
together to learn, to laugh, to support one another.  

Other schools like St. John the Apostle have produced YouTube videos
www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7fYNo-OUQI&feature=youtu.be

and St. Paul students, have challenged other Catholic High Schools to 
create TikTok trains in the spirit of #BeCommunity.

Meanwhile, St. Daniel School, St. Gregory School, St. John XXIII 
School, St. John the Apostle School, and St. Monica School have done 
everything from sending messages of support, to tweeting educational 
challenges, to showcasing virtual learning platforms, to sending Happy 
Birthday greetings to students and staff. Be Community, Be Well, and 
Be Innovative are not just hashtags# they are who we are at the OCSB.  

What’s Happening Across the Board
New Director - The Ottawa Catholic School Board approved the 

appointment of Tom D’Amico as its incoming Director of Education 
and Secretary-Treasurer effective August 2020. 

Mr. D’Amico was appointed to the position by the Board of Trustees 
at the April 14, Board Meeting. He has served in the role of Associate 
Director of Education with the Ottawa Catholic School Board for the 
last five years.  

Delivery of Electronic Devices - Thanks to the incredible efforts of 
our staff and volunteers, three-thousand-five-hundred devices have been 
delivered to our students, as well as 500 Internet sticks (mobile hotspots) 
to families without internet connectivity.

We are pleased to be in a position to cover the costs for these families 
throughout the duration of school closures. With these provisions, we 
anticipate that almost all of our students should be able to communicate 
and receive learning resources electronically from educators.

Online Registration - You can register your child online at www.ocsb.
ca/register. The Ottawa Catholic School Board welcomes families of all 
faiths. Our schools offer innovative programming; engaging learning
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OUR COMMUNITY
cont’d from page 7

spaces and dedicated educators. 
The Catholic Education Foundation of Ottawa (CEFO) - The 

Catholic Education Foundation of Ottawa is a registered charity whose 
primary focus is to raise funds to help alleviate poverty for students in 
the Ottawa Catholic School Board (OCSB). 

The need is great in our community. Since March 23, the foundation 
has provided over $70,155 in emergency donations to 254 OCSB 
families who required food, shelter and medicine, among other things. 
While some members of our school community need support, others 
may be in a position to provide support. We encourage you to donate 
directly to the CEFO (www.ocsb.ca/cefo). It takes only a few minutes to 
give. No amount is too small to help a child who needs it.  

Here is one family you have helped!
A single Mom of 4 and 5-year-old girls can no longer work because her 

children are at home, and the cleaning service she works for is closed. 
Your donation put food on her family’s table.

Designing Personal Protective Equipment - This week, we officially 
launched the PPE 3D Printshop in the board office cafeteria. Thirteen 
large printers are operating to produce headbands for much-needed face 
shields. OCSB will be contributing the headbands to the University 
of Ottawa, which is supplying them to area hospitals, hospices, care 
homes, clinics and the Shepherds of Good Hope. 

Our 3D printers are producing ‘ear gears’ for face masks. Ear gears 
attach to the masks, making the masks more comfortable for front line 
workers.

Thank You - I want to express my thanks and gratitude to all OCSB 
staff, parents and students for their commitment to Catholic education. 
As people of faith, we will get through these challenging times together, 
and when we return to our schools, our jobs, our friends and family, we 
will be more grateful people.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
 Re: COVID-19 Care Clinics in residential areas
Dear Editor,
When local Public Health authorities opened a COVID-19 Care Clinic 

at 1485 Heron Rd (the former St. Patrick Intermediate School) on April 
9, without public consultation or notification, some residents living in 
close proximity to that facility expressed their concerns to Dr. Vera 
Etches. 

Dr. Etches replied swiftly to our email and listed the measures put in 
place at the Clinic to ensure the safety of the neighborhood, including 
protocols for infection prevention and control, cleaning and disinfecting 
the facility on a daily basis and removal and disposal of all materials 
used at the clinic, including medical waste. She reassured us that “the 
risk of infection in such a situation is very low.” 

According to the information provided by Mr. John Fraser, MPP for 
Ottawa South, the COVID Care Clinic was opened under the provincial 
Pandemic Response Plan and is expected to close when the infection 
rates go down and the emergency order expires. Under the provincial 
emergency order, the current zoning by-law (which does not allow a 
medical facility at 1485 Heron Rd) was set aside.

Because the coronavirus causing COVID-19 is a dangerous human 
pathogen classified in Risk Group 3, I wish to suggest to our public 
health authorities to include in the Pandemic Response Plan a provision 
prescribing a minimum safe distance between any private residences 
and Assessment /Care Clinics set up during a pandemic involving a 
pathogen of Risk Group 3 or higher. This minimum distance would be 
determined by the appropriate scientists and other experts.  

I wish to take this opportunity to sincerely thank all health care staff 
for their hard work and devotion during the pandemic.

Lynne Davidson-Fournier

Re: Deadly Shootings
 Dear Editor,
 Those deadly shootings in Nova Scotia should renew calls by 

Canadians for greater control over the use and ownership of firearms in 
Canada.

Fighting criminals is not the only reason to have strict gun control. 
Controlling access to firearms also impacts safety and mental health. 
Firearms are inherently dangerous consumer products. Guns are an 
efficient way to kill: almost half (46 percent) of victims shot will die. The 
proportion of completed suicides is highest with a firearm (92 percent). 
Guns are easy to use and rather impersonal. Medical experts say it takes 
a less-well informed motive to shoot someone than to beat someone to 
death. Ready access to firearms makes it easier to become a killer.

The issue of gun registration must not and cannot be limited to its 
impact on criminals. There are compelling reasons and widespread 
consensus in favor of compulsory gun registration. Gun registration 
provides vital safety information to police officers and is a valuable tool 
in detecting stolen or smuggled firearms and the prosecution of related 
crimes. While police always assume a firearm may be present at any 
call, more information will always be to their advantage.

The Montreal massacre on December 6, 1989 triggered a collective 
national response calling for greater control over the ownership and 
use of firearms. That tragedy spurred numerous organizations and 
individuals with important interests and constituencies to support the 
call for more effective legislation to prevent firearms from getting into 
the wrong hands. 

Canadians simply do not want a society where shooting deaths are 
an everyday occurrence. The Montreal massacre and subsequent tragic 
incidents woke us up to that inherent danger. Prior to the abolishment of

the registry, the federal government’s gun control legislation, including 
the long gun registry, reflected longstanding Canadian values in support 
of measures to promote public safety and security. Unquestionably, that 
law did not end all violent encounters. But if the government can make it 
harder for people to kill and injure, not only each other but themselves, 
it is certainly acting in the public interest. Professor Neil Boyd of Simon 
Fraser University in Vancouver has concluded there is more evidence 
to support the efficacy of gun control legislation in reducing deaths and 
injuries than there is for most other legislative interventions. Rosemary 
Gartner, a University of Toronto criminologist, has stated that firearms 
laws not only have practical utility, they also reinforce social values. 

Canada needs progressive gun control legislation. Our social order 
demands it. Politically-driven and ineffective gun laws thwart and 
undermine the efforts of those working in the criminal justice, public 
safety and mental health fields!

Emile Therien,
Public Health & Safety Advocate

Dear Emile,
It is unfortunate that sometimes it takes a tragedy to bring about 

change.
Days after the gunman in Nova Scotia killed 22 innocent people, 

Prime Minister Trudeau announced a ban on 1,500 makes and models 
of military-grade “assault-style” weapons in Canada. This means that 
as of May 1, licensed gun owners will no longer be allowed to sell, 
transport, import or use these sorts of weapons in this country. However, 
the PM promises to pass legislation in the coming months to provide 
“fair compensation” to people who own these firearms. 

Most people I know didn’t realize those types of weapons of mass 
destruction were ever legal in the first place. Despite our ignorance 
in this particular matter, I’d like to think it’s a baby step in the right 
direction, Emile.

VISTAS Editor
 
Re: Nonconforming pedestrian behaviour: a safety and health 

concern in the time of COVIC-19
 Dear Editor:
It’s fantastic to see so many Alta Vista residents trying to promote a 

healthy lifestyle by getting outside for walks along the streets of their 
truly wonderful community. Clearly, such a simple activity has proven 
benefits for their physical and mental well-being, as well as some 
positive social effects.

A good portion of Alta Vista streets do not have sidewalks, one of the 
unique features of a unique residential neighborhood. Interestingly, this 
is resulting in a conflict of considerable importance that may seem of 
minor significance to younger pedestrians, but is of such significance to 
older residents that it may be preventing them from what may be their 
only form of exercise. Far too many people seem to be ignoring the rule/
law which directs people to use sidewalks where they exist, and where 
they don’t exist, to walk on the left side of the road, as far to the left as 
possible, facing traffic (so as to be aware of vehicular traffic with which 
a walker/jogger is sharing the roadway). 

This is resulting in unnecessary confusion and anxiety. If we all could 
be following the rules, conforming to standards of behaviour designed 
for the benefit society at large, life would be so much simpler, peaceful, 
and healthy.

 Thank-you,  
  BH
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MAYOR’S REPORT: Kindness and COVID-19
By Jim Watson, Mayor, City of Ottawa

The residents of Ottawa 
have experienced some 

drastic changes over the last 
couple of months. We’ve had 
to make major adjustments 
to our lifestyles, adapt to new 
work environments, and plan 
our days in an entirely new 
manner. As a person who loves 
to get out in the community and 
spend time in all four corners of 
the city, these changes haven’t 
been particularly easy for me, 
either. 

Although much of the news we’re reading and hearing about can take 
its toll on us, I find it truly heartwarming to see so many residents and 
businesses in our community who are coming forward to assist others 
in this time of great need. A few weeks ago, I asked residents to share 
stories of kindness and ingenuity, and the following examples make me 
so proud to say I’m the Mayor of this great and compassionate city.  

It’s residents mobilizing behind groups like Nepean Neighbours, 
who are matching volunteers with residents in isolation who need help 
running errands like picking up groceries and medication, dog walking, 
and any other need they may have.

It’s local chefs like Joe Thottungal of Thali and Coconut Lagoon, 
Adam Vettorel of North & Navy, Tim Stock of Thyme & Again, and 
Patrick Garland of Absinthe, who are providing meals to homeless 
residents and low-income families.

It’s medicine students like Pamela Bejjani, Jamie Ghossein, and Daniel 
Milad, who have created a GoFundMe campaign called “Frontline Feeds 
Ottawa/Gatineau” – with the goal of raising money to deliver food from 
local restaurants to frontline workers on the job, every single day. 

It’s musicians like Dave Kalil, who plays live shows on Facebook 
every Wednesday and Saturday to lift the spirits of his friends. Dave 
raised $13,000 in less than an hour during a virtual benefit concert in 
support of the Ottawa Food Bank. The list goes on and on.

Once again, my sincere thanks to the residents of Ottawa who continue 
to do their part in planking the curve – staying home and following 
Ottawa Public Health guidelines. We can change the impact that this 
pandemic has on our city when we all work together. We can’t forget 
that COVID-19 affects everyone, regardless of age and current health 
status. It is important for all of us to continue to practice physical 
distancing.

Let’s remember there are brighter days ahead. We will come out of 
this as a community, stronger than ever.

It is important to recognize that the COVID-19 situation is evolving 
very quickly. Please refer to OttawaPublicHealth.ca/Coronavirus to 
stay up-to-date on the latest information. 

OUR COMMUNITY REPS
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OUR PEOPLE: Qais Ghanem
By Courtney Tower

 In His Different Ways 
   He Searches for Peace 

The short of it is, in this our time of pandemic 
isolation it promised to be no fun interviewing 

this subject for Our People so impersonally, so far 
off, on the telephone.

The long of it is, Qais Ghanem made the non-fun 
into almost-fun.

His ready recollections entertained, of eight decades starting as a 
privileged boy in Arabia developing his several talents to become a 
neurophysiologist (disorders of the nervous system and brain), poet, 
novelist, radio host, seeker of peace between peoples. All of that has 
been exercised over recent decades from the Alta Vista home of Dr. Qais 
Ghanem and wife Valerie of 52 years.

Covid-19 has ordained that we may not take the measure of each other 
in person. And while Dr. Ghanem is a dab hand at the world of Skype, 
after several tries his older interlocutor just couldn’t get the hang of 
it. Hence the telephone, just to traverse the wee distance of very few 
blocks between my home and his.

 
At the Heart of an Old Volcano
   Peace, Prosperity, Privilege

 First, the memories of a Yemeni boy of 80 years ago growing up 
in Aden, the then British colony on the eastern approach to the Red 
Sea, bounded by its huge natural harbour that is the crater of a volcano 
that went dormant eons ago. Here was the busy richness of a port that 
dealt with the ocean trade going east from Egypt or west from India, 
connecting Europe with the mysteries of the East. Outside of Aden, the 
Yemeni peninsula was a hinterland of extreme poverty and well-fed 
anger.

So it remains to this day. The present disputed state of Yemen is riven 
with the incivil war between Houthi tribesmen said to be backed by 
Iran and a coalition of countries led by neighbouring Saudi Arabia and 
supported by Britain and the United States in favour of a beleaguered 
Yemeni government. It is the cockpit of domestic and regional rivalry 
featuring terrible massacres, and no less terrible Saudi-coalition 
bombings.

Qais Ghanem’s Aden before independence from Britain was well-to-
do, cosmopolitan with a trade-directed population of Britons, Indians, 
Somalis, Ethiopians, Greeks. Son of the first university graduate in the 
Arabian Peninsula, his mother the daughter of the area’s first native 
lawyer, Qais and his five siblings were educated in the best schools. 
When they became older, most of them went to universities in Scotland 
and England, Qais to study medicine and then pediatric medicine at 
Edinburgh University.

Under the Hijab
   Surprise, Surprise!
 They were “beautiful, intelligent persons with rich minds of their 

own.” One of those was Valerie, whom he married in 1968, he by

then a pediatric doctor in an Inverness hospital and Valerie a nurse 
there, a union that persists today. She has stayed with him, and their 
two daughters, throughout a marriage that took them to many places 
including immigration to Canada in 1970.

Dr. Ghanem moved on from pediatrics to neurology of the child 
and thence to neurophysiology in places as far removed as Queens 
University in Kingston, Ontario, the University of Michigan, back to 
Yemen “because I felt the need to go there and help.” He spent three 
years as the only neurologist in Dubai of the United Arab Republic 
and finally back to Canada because the couple’s two Canadian-born 
daughters by this time needed a fixed place to stay and grow.

He served for several years at Alta Vista’s then National Defence 
Medical Centre, and in the General campus of the Ottawa Hospital, 
while training residents at University of Ottawa for many years until 
retirement eight years ago.

It was from witnessing the many conflicts of races and cultures, Arab 
against Arab, Arab versus Jew, Europeans giving up colonies into old 
and new rivalries, the age-old division within Islam between Sunnis and 
Shias, that Dr. Ghanem launched local forays into seeking understanding 
and harmony. Both have brought him national and local medals and 
appreciation as a peace-seeker. He is proudest of having received the 
Order of Ottawa Medal in 2016 and awards by immigrant agencies and 
the Canadian Ethnic Media.

 
Potluck Harmony
   Radio Profiles    

One program he hosted 
at local CHIN radio station 
for five years, was called 
Dialogue with Diversity. In 
it he interviewed hundreds of 
men and women of different 
racial origins, cultures, 
countries, languages, about 
their goals, backgrounds, 
histories, life in Canada, 
and so on. “I tried through 
these profiles to show how 
universal human life is, how 
we share so much together, 
how what may separate us is 
inconsequential in the long 
run,” Dr. Ghanem says.

When that program had run 
its course, Dr. Ghanem set up 
“Potlucks for Peace.” This 
was Dr. Ghanem with eight to 
10 persons of Middle Eastern 
background, Arabs and Jews, 
who would bring food to his home every month and “eat together, 
discuss, argue, debate.”

 “We never will solve the Palestine-Israel problem without much 
deeper understanding and accommodation, but at least here we could 
talk it out and maybe in some way influence others,” he says. And there 
did develop greater understanding between Arab and Jew here, on the 

OUR PEOPLE

Qais, Arabic boy’s name, means Lover in English. 
Lover of all applies here.
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small scene, he says.

Potlucks for Peace ran out of steam after some years and Dr. Ghanem 
has devoted himself to writing – novels in English, poetry in Arabic.

When that program had run its course, Dr. Ghanem set up “Potlucks 
for Peace.” This was Dr. Ghanem with eight to 10 persons of Middle 
Eastern background, Arabs and Jews, who would bring food to his home 
every month and “eat together, discuss, argue, debate.”

 “We never will solve the Palestine-Israel problem without much 
deeper understanding and accommodation, but at least here we could 
talk it out and maybe in some way influence others,” he says. And there 
did develop greater understanding between Arab and Jew here, on the 
small scene, he says.

Potlucks for Peace ran out of steam after some years and Dr. Ghanem 
has devoted himself to writing – novels in English, poetry in Arabic.

Sadly, Future Gloomy
   For Middle East

His most recent book, Democracy, Deity and Death (available from 
Perfect Books, Elgin St. and Books on Beechwood), brings together 
four Arabs in never-ended discussion about what separates them. They 
are a Muslim Cleric, a Muslim 
but secular medical professor, a 
homosexual Lebanese Christian 
businessman, a liberated Muslim 
Egyptian woman bank manager. 
The medical professor, Saleh, 
in thought and word resembles 
Dr. Ghanem, and Saleh leads 
the book into gloomy prospects 
ahead.

Arab Palestine will never 
achieve its own statehood, Saleh/
Ghanem conclude. Palestine 
will in essence be absorbed by 
Israel over time because the 
Palestinians are too divided 
against the great Israeli force 
of arms and economy, and the 
Arab countries around them 
will never, in the end, come to 
Palestine’s aid, Saleh/Ghanem believe. Arab countries will remain weak 
and disunited, because Saleh/Ghanem think that Arabs are held back in 
real accommodation with the world by a sense of superiority based on 
long-ago achievement in arts, science, literature, warfare. “We are great 
debaters, but we do not know how to listen,” Dr. Ghanem sums it up.

Such an outlook seems to be the antithesis of what Dr. Ghanem has 
been working for over decades. “It’s just the way the world is working 
out while the Arab world resists change, to be realistic,” he says.

That is but one argument in one of the world’s most complicated, 
longest-lasting, murderous, issues dividing the Middle East, and major 
nations supporting the two sides with the most disastrous and continuing 
outcomes. It is not to say, though, that Dr. Ghanem’s thesis of the 
brotherhood of peoples is not worth striving for, even in the quagmires 
of Israel and Palestine and so much elsewhere.

OUR PEOPLE
Will a Canadian University win the race to a COVID-19 

vaccine?
By VISTAS staff

Researchers all over the world 
are racing to find a vaccine to 

the coronavirus which has caused 
a global pandemic. Scientists in 
Canadian universities are making 
notable contributions to the effort, 
as well. The following universities 
have all been in recent news stories 
for their work*:

University of Western Ontario
University of Saskatchewan
The University of Alberta
Laval University 
University of Manitoba
University of British Columbia
Dalhousie University
According to a press release on May 21, the latest university to get in on 

the battle is the University of Guelph, receiving a one-year, $230,000 grant 
from the Ontario government to test four vaccines already developed in U of 
G labs.

Pathobiology professor Byram Bridle said he believes the team’s vaccine 
platform – adapted from U of G research into vaccines as cancer therapies 
— will be a leading candidate among the roughly 120 Canadian projects 
currently racing to develop an effective vaccine against the pandemic virus.

“We have been focused on cancer for years, but this collaboration shows 
the flexibility of the technology we have at Guelph,” he said. “We can rapidly 
apply cancer technology and move it over to infectious disease.”

Nearly a dozen researchers are involved, including Bridle and co-principal 
investigators Sarah Wootton and Leo Susta, also faculty members in the 
Department of Pathobiology.

All three researchers’ labs have been approved for critical research status, 
allowing them to conduct studies while observing pandemic safety protocols.

Following immunological and safety testing at U of G, the researchers 
expect to share their top two vaccine candidates in about eight months with 
collaborators led by Darwyn Kobasa, head of respiratory virus pathogenesis 
and therapeutics at the National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) in 
Winnipeg, for efficacy testing.

Bridle said he hopes to see a viable vaccine based on the technology ready 
for Health Canada approval in 2021. He said he’s confident the U of G 
approach will be among the top candidates.**

According to Dal News (May 19), however, Dalhousie University may be 
one of the biggest Canadian university competitors in the race, with the first 
Canadian clinical trials for a potential vaccine set to begin as early as the next 
few weeks.

With Premier Doug Ford’s announcement that the province would be 
investing $20 million towards “Ontario-based research into COVID-19” to 
help find a vaccine for the virus, Ontarians are crossing fingers and toes and 
sending up prayers that the investment pays off soon. 
“Going back to normal” as soon as possible is what we all desire, Mr. Ford, 
and Canadians will be delighted no matter who ultimately finds the cure.

*For detailed information about the ongoing coronavirus research at each of 
these universities, check out “A look at research being done in Canada for 
a coronavirus vaccine” by Bob Weber on the Globalnews.ca website.

**For more information on U of G’s approach and technology, you can find 
their full press release on the GuelphToday.com site.

NEWS

Prof. Sarah Wootton, U of G
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Another Successful Season for Playfair Park’s 
Three Goaltender Buddies

By Anthony Hadwen

It’s the end of February up at the Playfair rink, and as I scrape, shovel 
and water the rink in a desperate attempt to salvage the ice at the end of 

the season, I see my friend Chris Seeley approaching with his energetic 
puppy on their daily walk. Chris is a neighbourhood friend, but our 
relationship is more complex: Chris and I are obsessed hockey parents. 
My daughter (Amanda), and Chris’ daughters (Nieve and Rachel) have 
been playing hockey for years, and now they are all playing on their 
universities’ varsity hockey teams, and … they are all goalies! The 
season has just ended, so as Chris approaches, I know that we will have 
lots to talk about.

It is unusual that three women who grew up within a few blocks of 
each other, all within a year’s age, have ended up as hockey goaltenders; 
at the same elite level of achievement in women’s hockey. For Chris and 
I, and our families, it is hard to remember how we ended up here – there 
are so many storylines along the way. It has been a challenging and 
rewarding experience. 

My chats with Chris are therapeutic. Chris knows more about hockey 
than I do, so it is nice to talk to someone who appreciates the situation, 
especially when you want to brag about your daughter’s performance 
or, lament a loss. 

The support that Chris and I give each other mirrors the support that 
our daughters receive within their teams. In fact, it is the community 
that surrounds hockey that makes the whole experience rewarding and 
bearable. Chris and I agree that the success of the team depends on the 
degree to which teammates support each other; that the real benefits 
come from the relationships that are formed throughout.

The three girls were friends long before they started playing hockey. 
I have a photo of Amanda and Nieve going into class on their first day 
of JK at Pleasant Park, and another of Nieve and Rachel together on 
their first minor hockey team. All three of them learned to love hockey, 
and ended up as goalies. I can’t imagine that Chris (and his wife Clare) 
would have chosen to have two goalies in the house, through all the 
years of shopping for new equipment, and of scheduling all the special 
training sessions, but that is where his family (and ours) ended up.

SPORTS

Amanda and Nieve, both in their third year of McGill and Carleton 
respectively, with Rachel in her fourth, all commit up to forty hours 
a week to hockey, while working toward their undergraduate degrees. 
They put in many hours of physical training, and countless sessions on 
the ice practicing with their teammates with whom they have bonded 
through road trips, and competition all season. This is competitive 
hockey, and when they play against each other’s teams, there is no 
compromising. However, these girls remain goaltenders-in-arms, and 
friends through it all.

As the season ended they were all finely tuned – mentally and 
physically - and ready to play their best. Carleton, although out of playoff 
contention, was preparing for their final match against cross-town rival 
Ottawa U, and Nieve was in nets. Although Carleton fell just short of 
winning, Nieve played really well to hold the team in the game to the 
end. Rachel’s last game, in the division semi-finals went into overtime, 
but ended unexpectedly when a blind pass hit a defenseman’s skate, and 
bounced in for the winner for U of T. Great play does not determine 
every game when bad luck has a chance. During these games it was 
great to see how the teams rallied during tough stretches, and gathered 
to support each other at the end.

Amanda’s team did win their division playoff game, and then flew out 
to PEI for the national tournament. The first night they watched four 
other teams play, but then later, the call came in from Hockey Canada 
that shut the whole event down because of the Coronavirus Pandemic. 
In a flash, the season was over. Disappointment and tears of frustration 
were dealt with as a team, and they moved on collectively. That is what 
good teammates do. 

Chris and I have our own version of support as we replay the game 
time results or, discuss the current playing status of our goalies. Of 
course, we struggle with selfish parental thoughts. For example, - and I 
exaggerate for humorous effect - if the team loses, the difference was not 
that the goalie could have made one more save, but that the offense was 
unable to score that final goal. And, if my daughter is not playing in the 
next game, it is 100% because the coach does not know how to evaluate 
goaltenders! But once we have some time to reflect, we appreciate all 
the benefits to our kids, and we understand most of the factors that go 
into success at this level of competition – thank goodness! 

Amanda (Peewee goaltender) and today (right)
Rachel & Nieve
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Now our daughters adjust to the new way of living, safely in their family 

homes, as they complete their school years. Amanda, disappointed in 
how the season ended, is forging ahead with her new training program. 
Her coach has called to plan for next year, and I can hear her laughing 
on the phone with her teammates again. I saw Rachel out jogging the 
other day, and I am sure Nieve has started back as well. They all have 
at least another season of hockey ahead of them, and so do Chris and 
I. When I start working up at the community rink again next winter, I 
look forward to seeing Chris, being dragged along by his dog, heading 
my way. 

TOUGH TIMES dOn’T laST; TOUGH TEaMS dO!

SPORTS
Fifth Metatarsal Fractures

By Susan Reive, Owner of Kilborn Physiotherapy Clinic

A fracture is defined as a break in the bone. There are four types of 
fractures: a stress fracture involves a crack in the bone but there 

is no displacement; a displaced fracture is where the two adjacent 
ends of the bone separate at the fracture site. A pathological fracture 
occurs when the bone breaks due to an underlying condition such as 
osteoporosis which weakens the bone. Finally, a compound fracture 
occurs when the bone breaks and comes out of the skin.

The Fifth Metatarsal Fracture
The fifth metatarsal fracture is an injury that you don’t want to miss. 

The fifth metatarsal is a long bone in the outside of the foot extending 
up from the little toe. It is the most common metatarsal bone to be 
fractured; usually a stress fracture, but sometimes can become displaced 
if the patient continues to weight-bear. Early diagnosis is key to proper 
treatment and a successful outcome.

The fifth metatarsal fracture can occur from trauma such as a sprained 
ankle. The twisting force 
cracks the bone when 
the ankle rolls inward. 
Sometimes the repetitive 
force of jumping or 
dropping a weight onto 
the foot can cause a 
fracture. Runners are 
at risk of a metatarsal 
stress fracture due to 
the repetitive stress and 
pounding. Underlying 
conditions such as 
osteoporosis can increase 
the risk of fracture.

Avulsion Fracture of the Fifth Metatarsal
Fifth metatarsal fractures can be hard to heal depending on where 

the fracture is located. An avulsion fracture of the fifth metatarsal 
occurs when the tendon (peroneus brevis) that inserts into the tip of the 
metatarsal pulls a small piece of the bone off usually as a result of an ankle 
sprain. Symptoms include pain, swelling, and difficulty weight bearing. 
An X-ray will usually confirm the diagnosis. Sometimes a bone scan 
is needed. Treatment of an avulsion fracture includes immobilization 
in a walking boot for 4-6 weeks. Often doctors will want the patient to 
use crutches. Patients will sometimes require surgery if the fracture is 
displaced and not uniting. 

A Jones Fracture
A Jones fracture is also a fracture of the fifth metatarsal, but further 

down towards the little toe. Fractures in this area of the fifth metatarsal 
are harder to heal due to its poor blood supply. Treatment also involves 
cast immobilization but the patient is non-weight bearing with crutches 
for 6 weeks. Jones fractures sometimes require surgery to allow bone 
healing. Physiotherapy can commence once there is sufficient healing 
of the fracture. Treatment includes mobility exercises, stretching, 
strengthening, and gait re-education. Modalities which relieve pain and 
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swelling plus encourage healing are also incorporated. Gait re-education 
is provided as the patient weans out of the boot. 

Both an avulsion fracture and Jones fracture take time to heal. Usually 
8-12 weeks for an avulsion and 12+ weeks for a Jones fracture. What 
is important is early recognition and detection such that the foot is 
immobilized in a boot and protected to allow sufficient healing.

If you sprain your ankle and have considerable pain weight-bearing it 
is best to seek medical attention to rule out a fracture.

AIKIDO JISEIKAN – Becoming
by Winking Owl

New Year celebrations at our dojo give us a taste of Chinese culture. 
Teachers aren’t just instructors. They provide the benefit of their 

perspective, their life experience. 
Each year, we make a banner to commemorate the respective Zodiac 

Animal. Each time, the banner-making process evolves, and every new 
banner evolves during its production. This year our Rat started as a 
four-inch wood carving in Sensei’s art collection, then became a colour 
graphic, then a stack of photo prints, overlaid, trimmed, glued, and 
Voila!

It wasn’t 
quite that 
simple. I 
lost sleep 
over that 
b a n n e r ; 
can you 
believe it? 
First-world 
problems! 
On the 
evening of 

construction, my carefully planned approach for putting it all together 
sort of, well, fell apart, but others’ wisdom-of-no-escape saw us through, 
and Rat arrived on time.

Hanging in our dojo, our banners look great together. They symbolize 
our years of practicing and studying, in our place of self-development, 
becoming all that we can. 

Most of the point of looking back, is to see how far we’ve come. 
When I started in aikido, I would practice more on my own, struggling 
to grasp it. I’ve been doing aikido for a loooong time now. Beginner’s 
Mind is fleeting. Still, when my performance really dissatisfies me, I go 
over it and over it in my head afterwards, looking for how to do it better, 
wondering if it will work out that way at the next practice.

Last week we had a workshop on weapons, mostly on the Sword, and 
some on the Knife. Wooden ones. No blood. We weren’t going after 
lethal skills for medieval battlefields and dark alleyways. So, exactly 
what was the point? At the end, Sensei asked us to respond to that 
question. Here is what people said:

Swords are fun! They take the work out of working out.
Everyday objects all around us can be used as weapons.
I get immediate feedback on my state of mind. When I’m mentally 

present, my cuts are clean and sharp. If my mind wanders, they wobble.
Facing even a practice-weapon can be unnerving. Repeated exposure 

helps with that.
If you want peace, prepare for war. 
For my partner to do a good defence, I must provide a sincere attack.
Weapons add variety to our experience. They keep us exploring, so we 

don’t get stale and lose our Beginner’s Mind.
In real life, attacks can take many forms. Practice needs to reflect that.
We experience how tricky weapons are. We learn to respect and avoid 

the dangers. Stay out of those alleyways. Know when to walk away, 
know when to run.

Even play-threats stimulate awareness, stimulate me. They help me to 
pay attention. They give my actions urgency and power. I learn faster 
and remember more. They demand immediate response, for example 
getting out of the way. They help me practice calmness in unfamiliar 
situations. 

I learn to coordinate my whole-body movements with the movements 
of my sword or knife, to meet the same from the other side. 

I develop a new kind of awareness, like when learning to juggle, but 
with a purpose. 

We are going down to Aikido’s roots in Katori Shinto Ryu Iaijutsu, 
down to the Sword principles that back in the day meant life and death, 
but which still apply in our empty-hand practice.

I learn to relax and wait for a threat to materialize before moving to 
defend. 

I learn to have patience with and understanding of partners less 
practiced, more unsure, anxious, timid.

A weapon extends an attacker’s reach, so I learn more about combative 
distance and timing.

I enjoy it! It excites me.
It helps my self-confidence. Weapons-practice fights the “victim” 

mindset. Self-empowerment is a great feeling!
Having variety in our practices means gaining confidence by 

overcoming doubt, time and again.
Trust our teacher. Trust my partners. Trust the technique. Trust myself.
When my partner and I both have weapons, we don’t touch each other 

with our hands, and we don’t pass our weapons back and forth. Very 
appropriate martial hygiene for these times!

It was a week of new experience. Now is time to reflect on it and 
absorb it, so it becomes part of me and I become something more.
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Daily 11a.m. - 10p.m.

 DELIVERY ALL DAY
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Light it up in blue and purple for HD Awareness 
Month

Taken from a press release by Lianne Appleby, Huntington Society of 
Canada

May is Huntington 
disease (HD) 

Awareness Month around 
the world. Typically, 
in years past, the HD 
community is able to 
boast a truly international 
collaboration of supporters 
working to have structures 
such as bridges, stadiums, 
statues, bridges and 
landmark buildings and 
other monuments lit up in blue for HD and purple for juvenile HD 
(#LightItUp4HD). Volunteers would encourage flag raisings and the 
lighting of structures to mark the month. But the banning of public 
gatherings dramatically affected ambitions in that area this year.

“It’s extremely disappointing,” says James Walters, Founder of the 
Global Huntington Association and the #LightItUp4HD initiative. “Last 
year, we had 55 sites in Canada and a total of 169 around the world 
participating in the #LightItUp4HD movement. We had hoped to break 
that record this year, but it’s just not possible with COVID-19 guidelines 
in place.”

So, the Huntington Society of Canada (HSC) asked its community and 
supporters to do what they could to raise awareness. Rather than public 
monuments and buildings, the organization encouraged anyone who 
wanted to participate to string blue and purple lights in trees, replace 
their porch bulbs with blue or purple ones, create sidewalk or driveway 
art using chalk or even make ornaments and posters at home that could 
be hung in front yard trees and home windows.

The purpose of HD Awareness Month is to bring awareness to a 
devastating but little-known disease and encourage donations from a 
larger pool than the typical donor base. It is a time to share stories, 
fundraise and celebrate the collective hope that a therapy for HD will 
be available in the not-too-distant future. Within the scaled down 
measures in 2020, you may have still seen signs of #LightItUp4HD,  
#StringItUp4HD or #ChalkItUp4HD in the month of May, all in the 
effort to raise awareness.

HEALTH AND FITNESS

With this coupon, until Sept. 30th, 2020

 Huntington disease (HD) is a hereditary, neurodegenerative 
disease with no cure. About one in every 7,000 Canadians has HD and 
approximately one in every 5,500 is at-risk of developing the disease. 
Many more are touched by HD whether as a caregiver, a family member, 
or a friend. Huntington disease is often described as having the symptoms 
of Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and ALS – simultaneously. As the disease 
progresses, a person with Huntington’s become less able to manage 
movements, recall events, make decisions and control emotions. The 
disease leads to incapacitation and, eventually, death.
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 Anxiety in Today’s World
By Neil M. Leslie, Executive Director of Serenity Renewal for Families

An increase in anxiety is being felt by everyone in this extraordinary 
time of COVID-19. At Serenity Renewal for Families we are 

seeing an increased need for support from our clients. We wanted to 
thank VISTAS community newspaper for allowing us the chance to 
share Randy’s story in March, and to thank the readers of VISTAS who 
recognized the need and made very generous donations to ensure our 
impact could continue. Thanks partly due to your donations and from a 
gift from the Ottawa Community Foundation, we have been able to take 
our counselling and workshops to a virtual platform. You have helped 
ensure all people who reach out to us can receive support, whether they 
can afford to pay or not.

Anxiety is high in everyone’s lives right now for many reasons 
including: dealing with the unknown, being in isolation, not having 
human contact, dealing with layoffs, and dealing with grief of loss of 
loved ones without the traditional way to mourn. Coping with any one 
of these situations, without support, can be extremely difficult; each of 
them being anxiety-provoking triggers. 

Checking In
It is often best to check-

in with family, friends 
and co-workers to make 
sure they are doing okay. 
In today’s world, this may 
mean reaching out by 
phone, email, FaceTime, 
Zoom, or other social 
media apps. Often it 
takes asking twice, “Are 
you ok?” Then if the answer is no, do what you can from a distance, and 
try and find the right resources for them. There are many resources in 
our community trying to keep people safe such as The Ottawa Distress 
Centre or Kids Help Phone. It is at times like this that we must look out 
for each other, and it can bring out the best in people. 

Dealing with Anxiety
Try and think about what you are grateful for and acknowledge that 

in many ways we are lucky to have such dedicated teams of nurses, 
doctors, paramedics, care givers, police officers and fire fighters who 
risk themselves to keep us and our loved ones safe. 

When feeling anxious, it helps to recognize you are not alone with 
those types of feelings. Others are feeling the same way, and, through 
our counselling and workshops, we try and offer tools and techniques to 
help you understand your feelings and find better ways of coping. 

FAMILY MATTERS
Several of our workshops have offered ways of dealing with your 

anxiety through mindfulness. We try and teach small ways to conquer 
those negative thoughts that haunt us, 
which are escalated at these times. 

Reach Out
We acknowledge stress is high when 

in confinement, and it can lead to higher 
tensions in family settings or, if alone, a 
feeling of total loneliness. Unfortunately, 
it is being shown that people turn to 
alcohol and drugs to try and deal with 
these stressors in their lives. Serenity 
Renewal for Families is here to help. If 
you or a family member are dealing with 
these types of issues, please reach out. 
Contact us at 613-523-5143 or, email us 
at workshops@serenityrenewal.ca to be 
informed about upcoming workshops

Stay safe and stay healthy, and please reach out if you or a family 
member are struggling.
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Reviews
By Tony Wohlfarth

During the pandemic, most film and entertainment 
venues have moved online.

This Is Not a Movie
The film’s title is curious. It is a retrospective on 

the journalistic career of Robert Fisk, Middle East 
correspondent for The Independent, a British daily paper.

Over 40 + years (he is now seventy-three), Fisk has covered the Middle 
East and currently lives  in Beirut. Fisk has an insatiable curiosity, 
which leads him 
into some of the 
most dangerous 
and rewarding 
locations during 
times of war. 
One of his 
biggest stories 
– and focus for 
the filmmaker 
– is the story of 
how arms manufactured in the Balkans made their way surreptitiously 
to Saudi Arabia and were used in the war against Yemen. A brilliant 
piece of investigative journalism – uncovered because of Fisk’s dogged 
determination and memory. This Is Not a Movie follows Fisk into other 
hotspots, including Northern Ireland. 

Fisk covered the Arab Spring. I know a lot about the Middle East, and 
I learned a great deal from this film. Fisk’s prescriptions for peace are 
sound and rooted in his direct experience, living with the people and 
speaking Arabic. It is a long film but the story is very well constructed 
and edited. We also gain glimpses into Fisk’s personal life, married to a 
Lebanese and living in the region. A modern-day Lawrence of Arabia? 
Perhaps.

Produced by the National Film Board of Canada (NFB), This is 
Not a Movie is highly recommended. I had the opportunity to see its 
European premiere at the 2019 International Documentary Film Festival 
Amsterdam (IDFA), thanks to Jennifer Mair. Directed by Yung Chang 
(Up the Yangtze), the film is currently streaming at the virtual Hot Docs 
Film Festival (www.hotdocs.ca). Alternatively, viewers can also stream 

it via video on demand (VOD) while supporting the Mayfair Theatre at: 
watch.eventive.org/docs/play/5eab6c890c529f005958ab03

The virtual Hot Docs films includes seventy-five films which were 
selected to screen during its 2020 Festival on May 14 to 28. The good 
news? Many of them can be accessed through until mid-June. Hot Docs

ARTS AND CULTURE
is also streaming The Forum, which we reviewed back in January.

The Great Hack
The Great Hack is a compelling documentary film, about the myriad 

of ways the 2016 US election was undermined by Cambridge Analytica 
and its illegal use of Facebook data. Last year, the film had its world 
premiere at the Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah and it is 
currently streaming on Netflix.

The focus of The Great Hack goes beyond USA. At the height of the 
US election cycle, the Trump campaign was spending $11 million US 
per day on Facebook ads. The ads were targeted at “swing” states and 
many of them were insidious. The film also shows the extensive links 
between the Trump campaign and the Brexit forces in the UK. All told, 
the scandal spread (like a virus) to some 135 countries, where similar 
tactics have been deployed.

The Great Hack is well documented and researched. The script is 
based on two books – The Bad Boys of Brexit by Arron Banks and 
Targeted by Brittany Kaiser. The story is told through testimony before 
a public inquiry in the UK and the Mueller Report in the US. Firsthand 
accounts by Kaiser and Chris Wylie (both worked for Cambridge) tell 
the gritty details. I discovered it was also the subject of a TED Talk 
(held in Vancouver) by Carol Cadwalladr, a reporter for The Observer 
newspaper and one of the heroes of the story (she won a Pullitzer in 
2019 for her journalism). Readers can catch her talk (eleven minutes) 
at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQSMr-3GGvQ. The Great Hack is 
currently streaming on Netflix. The running time is one hour and fifty-
four minutes. 

Coronavirus, Explained
Amidst the pandemic, a curious doc Coronavirus, Explained is also 

streaming on Netflix. Pegged as the first installment of a mini-series, 
the film explains the virus and the ultimate resolution (a vaccine). The 
film is narrated by J.K. Simmons, best known as an actor (Whiplash). 
Analyzing a pandemic during the event can be problematic. For example, 
Coronavirus, Explained blames the virus on China – straying into the 
same finger pointing as Mike Pompeo and Bryan Adams. While it is 
informative, it also indulges in tropes. 

The running time of Coronavirus, Explained is twenty-five minutes. 
Canadian Faces
Live music has gone online since the pandemic. The National Arts 

Centre (NAC) the largest source of virtual live music provides daily 
performances at www.nac-cna.ca/#canadaperforms. CKCU Radio’s 
Chris White has done one better, using the station’s Facebook platform 
to initiate a two-hour live broadcast, modelled on Canadian Spaces, 
which continues to be broadcast from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturdays. 
The weekly live broadcast is available online at www.facebook.com/
canadianspaces from 7 to 9 p.m. on Sundays. 

Dear Basketball
Kobe Bryant was perhaps the best basketball player ever. When he 

retired, he became a filmmaker – directing a short film which won an 
Oscar in 2018 for best animated short film. Bryant died on January 26 
along with his thirteen-year-old daughter Gianna in a helicopter accident. 
Dear Basketball is, above all, a celebration of the beautiful game. It 
can be seen online at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUcdx4W8Xes The 
duration is six minutes, and the closing scene is especially poignant. 

Remembering John Prine
John Prine was a two-time Grammy-award winning roots musician, 

who died at age seventy-three from coronavirus-related complications 
in Nashville. Prine was scheduled to perform in Ottawa on July 7 (He
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last performed live in Ottawa in 2005). To gain a better understanding of 
Prine’s talent, I suggest viewers watch this remarkable video (forty-five 
minutes) of his impromptu performance filmed at the House of Strombo 
in Toronto in 2018, before an audience which included his song writing 
hero, Gordon Lightfoot: www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5Rkm_dqm7A

Virtual VE Day
May 8 was the 75th anniversary of the end of World War II in 

Europe. To mark the historic occasion, the Canadian War Museum 
(CWM) launched a virtual history tour with a focus on Canada’s role 
in the liberation of Holland. The Virtual VE Day resources are at: www.
warmuseum.ca/museum-at-home

Vera Lynn
Vera Lynn is now 103. In commemoration of VE Day, the BBC 

recreated (with Katherine Jenkins) her iconic performance at Royal 
Albert Hall – singing We’ll Meet Again – to salute front-line workers 
during the pandemic. Worth watching (four minutes) at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=SKSc8BLXAJ8

Virtual Parliament Hill
With tours of Parliament on hold due to construction, the NFB 

launched a thirteen-minute virtual reality (VR) tour at mediaspace.nfb.
ca/epk/parliament. A must see for locals and visitors. 

Tony Wohlfarth is an Ottawa-based freelance film and entertainment 
writer. He has been in self – isolation for the past two months, binge-
watching a myriad of online entertainment. 

The NAC Orchestra goes online
By Allison Caverly, Communications Officer, Canada’s NAC Orchestra

 

NAC Orchestra giving back with 200 virtual lessons

May used to see a flurry of activity 
surrounding NACO’s ongoing 

partnership with MusicFest Canada. 
For the first time in 48 years, MusicFest 
Canada was forced to cancel its annual 
Nationals scheduled for May 18 to 
23, 2020, in Calgary AB because of 
COVID-19. Of the 5,500 students whose 
ensembles earned invitations to attend 
this year’s national competition, 80 of 
the finest students were selected through 
an audition process to form the Denis Wick Canadian Wind Ensemble 
and the Thomastik-Infeld Canadian String Orchestra. MusicFest 
Canada approached the NAC to see if the NAC Orchestra could offer 
their most talented high school students, conducting fellows, and high 
school music teachers a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be coached 
by world-class musicians. Alexander Shelley and the NAC Orchestra 
enthusiastically agreed, and close to 200 private and group Zoom 
lessons have been arranged. The partnership will culminate May 28th 
when virtual performances of the students led by Alexander Shelley will 
be shared as part of the NAC Orchestra’s popular Noon-Hour Lunch 
Break series.

MusicFest Canada annually engages the participation of over 400,000 
young musicians, parents and volunteers in 104 affiliated festivals 
nationwide for an opportunity to perform at the national festival. It is 
North America’s largest annual event dedicated to developing young 
musical talent.  

“MusicFest Canada is thrilled to work in tandem with the National 
Arts Centre Orchestra to provide students with top-notch coaching and 
an innovative virtual performance opportunity.” - Neil Yorke-Slader, 
Associate Director, MusicFest Canada.

Launch of online resources for special needs communities: 
MusicFest partnership

May will wrap up with the launch of the NAC Orchestra’s Music Circle 
guidebook and accompanying videos demonstrating how people with 
autism and other exceptionalities can immerse themselves with family 
and care providers into a world of music through multi-model learning 
and sensory-friendly activities. Educators working with special needs 
populations can learn how to create a sensory-friendly environment, 
work through behavioural challenges, adapt to varying communication 
needs and more.

The resources are inspired by the NAC Orchestra’ Music Circle 
program that was launched in 2012 in partnership with the Lotus Centre 
for Special Music Education. The program, led by Dr. Erin Parkes and 
NACO Second Horn Elizabeth Simpson, and featuring ensembles from 
the NAC Orchestra, has introduced hundreds of people with special 
needs to orchestral music. It gives the team great joy to be able to 
share these resources especially during this time of confinement.  The 
enhanced Music Circle web feature will launch on May 30th.

 NACO weekdays Lunch Break and Wednesdays Home Delivery
 Canadians who stay at home can continue to experience more digital 

content and recommendations from the NAC Orchestra. Throughout 
May, the weekday Lunch Breaks will continue to feature performances 
by NACO musicians who offer their thoughts on a piece of music, 
share one of their hobbies and perform for the at-home audience. In 
addition, every Wednesday night in May, Alexander Shelley, Music 
Director of the NAC Orchestra, will send a NACO Home Delivery by 
email, sharing an audio recording of a concert from the NAC Orchestra 
archives. Everyone can sign-up online for free home deliveries.
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SCHOOL NEWS
 

Dear Elders,
I would like to tell you that you are a very important part of the 

community, and I assure you people all over Ottawa want to help the 
elderly, with kindness, money and more. I want to help with riddles:

I am something people love or hate. I change peoples’ appearances 
and thoughts. If a person takes care of themselves I will go up even 
higher. To some people I will fool them. To others I am a mystery. Some 
people might want to try and hide me but I will show. No matter how 
hard people try, I will never go down. What am I? 

The answer is AGE!
Sincerely,
Al

Hello,
My name is Shalina. I love playing sports and eating food, especially 

spicy ones. Anyways, I hope you are doing good. We are all thinking 
about you at this rough time.

It’s a very shocking and unexpected year. Everyone is in quarantine, 
and to be honest, it’s really boring. But we shouldn’t lose hope. I’m sure 
one day, everything is going to return back to normal. 

I have a little funny story. So, like two days ago, I was cleaning my 
shoes in the bathroom. I didn’t realize it was slippery, so I fell and ended 
up ripping my jeans. I was alright. I just kept on laughing.

Don’t be lonely: Letters to our elders in long-
term care homes

By Grade 7 and 8 students of Featherston Drive Public School
 

Hello,
We are thinking of you and sending 

positivity!
My name is Larisa and I am in grade 

7. I know that this is a difficult time for 
all of us, but I hope my letter makes your 
day better. 

Last week, me and my older sister 
tried baking a cake for our mom. It was 
horrible! The cake turned out to be a pancake and it tasted horrible! 

I don’t have any pets but I plan on getting a tarantula, because they are 
cool. I don’t even remember why I became obsessed with tarantulas, but 
all I know is that I really want one. 

I’ve been doing puzzles, knitting, watching shows and playing with 
my little sister. Being quarantined with my family has definitely brought 
us closer together. I hope that we can all return to our normal lives soon 
and that you will be able to see your families again. 

Sincerely,
Larisa
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Hello Personal Support Workers,

First of all, I just want to give a big thank you to you and all healthcare 
workers for all the work you guys are doing during this hard time.

Your job is vital and essential to getting rid of the virus. You risk your 
lives every day by treating patients with the virus.

I am so thankful to you because if you weren’t here I don’t even know 
what we would do. I know this is a hard time for everybody, but I think 
I speak for A LOT of people when I say Thank You for everything that 
you do!

Sincerely,  
Armeen Gul

Dear Pharmacists and Pharmacy Technicians,
Thank you so much for your dedication to help us in a time like this. 

You are on the front line in all of this chaos, and I really appreciate that. 
You are doing your best for the sake of people’s health. 

I understand how you feel. My sister is a pharmacy technician and 
always says, “It may be hard to help people in this dilemma, but I chose 
this job for a reason – to help others. No matter what, I will not back 
down!” 

Again, thank you for your service.
Sincerely,
Rokayah

Dear Police Officers,
Thank you for working through these tough times. I really appreciate 

your work. 
Police officers are important because they are responsible for 

maintaining public order and safety, enforcing the law, and preventing, 
detecting, investigating criminal activities. 

I’m thankful for your work because most people don’t work during 
this time, but you still do. Great effort, and keep it up!

Sincerely,  
Abdi Iman 

Dear Officers,
Today I am writing to you to thank you for your service in helping 

the public through this tough trialing time. It’s important for us to 
understand and show appreciation to you and all the other front-line 
care workers that are keeping our city, nation, world running smoothly. 
I am a 13-year-old student, I have seen what is going on, heard about the 
struggle out there, and for that I thank you with the utmost respect and 
appreciation that I can give.

At this time, I have heard of some people taking advantage of this 
situation; choosing not to isolate as instructed by the government, and 
can imagine the increase in crimes and or fights breaking out. Without 
you here, people wouldn’t be able to get around safely or get help when 
necessary due to dangerous situations developing on a daily basis. 
Because of you, we all have a sense of security and normality when we 
need it most. 

Although our hopes are wearing thin the longer this goes on, having 
essential workers like you around helps to bring our spirits up.

I understand that throughout this pandemic, you are exposing 
yourselves to the chance of contracting the coronavirus. You have 
families and friends that you must leave to protect the public. I wish 
you all the best, great health and endurance, along with your families 
and friends. My hope is that things will get better soon.

Sincerely,
Shauna-Lee

Also, I’ve been learning dance on the app called Tik Tok.
It was fun writing a letter to you.
Bye! Have a nice day.
Sincerely,
Shalina

Dear Elders, 
Hello there stranger! I hope that we can get to know each other 

sometime. I wanted to write this letter for you to keep you busy and take 
your mind off everything negative going on in the world. I know it’s not 
easy to be locked inside, because I am currently going through the same 
thing. I am staying isolated in my home alongside my 4 siblings and my 
parents. 

I am making the best out of this time by building a stronger relationship 
with my family. You can do the same too!! You can use this time to 
build a better relationship with the nurses and other elders. You guys 
probably have many things in common, since you are the same age. 
Some positive topics you can talk about are what you did to entertain 
yourself when you were younger or what you miss about the old days. 

I just wanted to let you know about this delicious meal I made 
yesterday. It is called Elote which is basically a corn on the cob but 
Mexican street-style. I really liked it and I think you will too. If you ever 
want to try it, feel free to make it. 

Here is how I made it: I first boiled my sweet corn for 5 minutes, then 
I put butter, lemon juice and salt as the basic toppings. Lastly, I put 
Ranch, parmesan cheese and spicy sauce on the corn. Trust me it will 
taste delicious. 

If you ever have time to write me back, I would love to read your letter 
and get to know you. Don’t forget to try my recipe!!
Abod
 
A Note from the Editor: We’re truly sorry we could not fit all the let-
ters in this issue, but we will make them all available at vistas-news.ca.

Essential Workers in our Community: 
We Appreciate You

By Grade 7 and 8 students of Featherston Drive Public School

Hello Doctors and Nurses,

First, a big thank you!
Thank you for helping the citizens 
during these troubled times, staying up 
late and helping people by giving them 
medicine. We really appreciate the 
help you are giving people by working 
all hours of the day, treating the sick 
people to the best of your abilities, and your bravery is like a superhe-
ro’s; strong and full of courage! 
The reason I am thankful for your work is that your selfless acts are sav-
ing millions of people’s lives. Your work is helping every single citizen 
in Canada. 
So, on behalf of me and my family and every Canadian, we thank you 
from the bottom of our hearts for your fearlessness. You’re the back-
bone of this country! 

Sincerely,
Abdulkadir 
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TECHNOLOGY TIPS AND TRICKS: 
Minimize the Risk to Your Communications

By Malcolm and John Harding, of Compu-Home

With every thinking person 
carrying out the greatest 

degree of self-isolation that their 
personal circumstances can allow 
these days, our ways of staying in 
contact with the outside world have 
become more important to us than 
ever before. Here are suggestions 
for keeping your communication 
tools and practices safe and reliable:

Physical damage is a worse danger than usual, because repair or 
replacement is challenging, slow, or sometimes impossible. Mobile 
devices like tablets and laptops tend to be shifted around the home as 
needed, and they are sometimes set down in precarious locations. Tablets 
and phones are pretty robust, but if you drop one on its charging port, 
that could be the end of it. Leave the teacup on another table.  Special 
care is the order of the day. 

Fraudulent scammers are working overtime. In addition to all of 
the usual phone calls and browser attacks, the crooks have come 
up with some pandemic-related schemes such as official-looking 
communications related to virus testing, employment opportunities 
and government assistance programs. Suffice to say, everyone must be 
absolutely certain never to divulge personal or financial information 
when you are not 100% certain who is on the other end. Watch https://
www.tvo.org/video/crooks-cybercrime-and-covid-19 for a thorough 
treatment of this subject.

Zoom has very suddenly become immensely popular with lots of us 
who had never heard of it a few weeks ago, and we were not surprised to 
hear that their attempts to keep secure have been at times overwhelmed. 
For that reason, we would never say or display something on Zoom 
that we wanted to remain confidential or that could be potentially 
embarrassing in any respect – just as we would never post that sort of 
content on social networking such as Facebook, or in an email. That 
being said, it does seem possible that some of the dire warnings about 
the use of Zoom may have been overblown – or the weaknesses have 
since been corrected. Here are two websites that we think could be 
helpful:

www.digitaltrends.com/computing/how-to-increase-your-privacy-
security-zoom/

blog.zoom.us/wordpress/2020/03/20/keep-uninvited-guests-out-
of-your-zoom-event/?_ga=2.254181899.248630181.1586782817-
744306039.1586023598

Availability of replacement equipment is a bigger issue than usual. 
As of this writing, most retail stores are offering “curbside” service, 
which involves an advance purchase in their hastily-organized website 
and then visiting the parking lot or doorway of the store to have the item 
brought out to you.  Patience in navigating the website is the biggest 
challenge; we have found the actual delivery at the store to be invariably 
cheerful and efficient.

Some equipment is in short supply. The explosion in online meetings 
has apparently gobbled up every single webcam in North America. 
Users of desktop computers with no built-in camera and microphone 
have found it is impossible to buy them and have had to resort to tablets 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
and smartphones or old retired laptops. Others are finding that equipment, 
in general, is limited in stock at the stores and you have to act quickly 
before the gem you have decided will be just right for you, is sold out.

Smartphones are in heavier-than-usual service and your usage may 
be nearing the limits of your “plan” for data or voice. You may be 
tempted to contact the company about moving up to a higher level but 
you should calculate instead the cost of paying for overage for what will 
probably be just a few months, vs the cost of a more expensive plan for 
a 2-year contract.

Compu-Home is still open and assisting you in any safe way that we 
can with your computers and all technology-related issues. Call us at 
613-731-5954 or write to info@compu-home any time.

To plant a garden is to 
believe in tomorrow 
- Audrey Hepburn
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OUR ENVIRONMENT
Safe Wings Ottawa: Saving Birds, One Window at a 

Time
By Amanda Dookie, Safe Wings Ottawa Communications Coordinator

Picture a bird hitting your window. It falls to the ground and remains 
stunned for a while, then eventually flies away. It’s fine, right?

Unfortunately, despite what many believe, birds that manage to fly away 
after a window collision are rarely okay. Most are concussed or they 
have other internal injuries 
that may not be apparent. 
Without help, most will die 
of these injuries in a few 
hours or days, or they will 
become easy prey or slow-
ly starve because they can 
no longer fend for them-
selves. 

About us
Safe Wings, a program of the Ottawa Field-Naturalists’ Club, began 

researching bird-building collisions in 2014. Raising awareness of 
window collisions, and the need to rescue survivors, is just one of the 
ways we help to reduce bird deaths through research, prevention and 
rescue. These efforts are important because North America has lost 
one-third of all its birds in the last 50 years, and window collisions are 
one of the main reasons for this decline. Monitoring by volunteers and 
collision-reports from the public cause us to believe 250,000 birds are 
killed by collisions in the Ottawa area alone each year.

Prevention involves educating the public about collisions, advocating 
for bird-safe building design, and convincing building owners and 
managers to apply visual markers or other measures to hazardous 
windows. That includes homeowners! It may surprise you to learn that 
44% of collisions are thought to occur at residential buildings. Think 
of the difference it would make if every homeowner made even one 
window safer for birds. 

Volunteers also monitor buildings to find dead birds, rescue live ones, 
and collect data on each collision, which helps us demonstrate the 
extent of the problem, identify collision patterns, and determine which 
buildings pose the highest risk. We encourage members of the public to 
contribute to this community science initiative by submitting collision 
reports directly at safewings.ca/report.

Progress is slow but sure
While the statistics are dire, Safe Wings is making progress. The 

federal government, the National Capital Commission and the City 
of Ottawa are all developing bird-safe design guidelines. Safe Wings 
continues to engage building owners and operators to make changes to 
their buildings, and to support monitoring efforts, as well as encouraging 
residents to make their windows less prone to collisions. But until bird-
safe design is the norm, new glass buildings will continue to go up 
without regard for the birds they will kill – not only office buildings, 
but also new LRT stations and homes with floor-to-ceiling windows and 
clear glass deck railings.

About window collisions
Why is glass so dangerous for birds? Primarily because they don’t 

understand it. To them, reflections of trees in windows are real, and 
clear glass barriers (corner windows, deck railings) are invisible. 

Many birds move as fast as 50 km/h in regular flight. At those speeds, 
the damage to a 77g American Robin or a 10g Black-capped Chickadee 
is most often lethal. 

How you can help
- Make windows visible to birds with a pattern covering the exterior 

of the glass. See our website for more information on how to do this.
- Install exterior screens or lengths of paracord or twine at least 3 mm 

(1/8” thick), hung up to 10 cm (4”) apart in front of the window. 
- Locate bird feeders and baths less than 50 cm (1 1/2 feet) from 

windows.
- Close curtains or blinds to reduce clear views through parallel or 

adjacent windows. 
- Move houseplants away from windows so birds can’t easily see 

them.
- Turn off unnecessary lights at work and at home.

If you find an injured bird, act quickly. Pick up the bird immediately 
and place it gently in a closed box or an unwaxed paper bag, top folded 
down and secured with a paper clip. Keep it in a quiet, safe place, and 
call Safe Wings at 613-216-8999. Do not let it fly away, even if you 
think it has recovered. If the bird is dead, place it in a sealed plastic bag 
and keep it in a cool place (the freezer is perfect, and perfectly safe) 
until you can drop it off or a volunteer can pick it up. Please visit the 
safewings.ca for more detailed instructions on recovery, reporting, or 
more detailed tips on how you can help.

Buckthorn: Grasshopper Hill Park’s unwanted 
invasive visitor
By Anthony Denton

Plans to organise a clearing of buckthorn on Grasshopper Hill Park 
were cancelled when the pandemic virus stopped all activities which 
could cause the virus to spread. I’d like to explain why the clearing of 
buckthorn is important to us.

Common Buckthorn is an invasive tree which never used to be here. It 
was introduced in the West over a century ago, and has spread. The tree 
has nothing to recommend it and has no benefits; its only purpose being 
to spread, shutting out other vegetation.

It is argued in its favour that 
birds need the berries, but these 
berries contain a purgative and 
little nourishment, causing the 
birds to poop the seeds thus 
spreading the trees.

When walking on Grasshopper 
Hill one may ask ‘which is the 
buckthorn?’, and the answer is 
that while there are many newly 
planted native trees, most of the 
big older ones are buckthorn. 
What is confusing is that the form 
of the tree varies.
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Under a high 
native tree which 
is used by birds 
as a perching and 
pooping place, the 
tree gets surrounded 
by buckthorn which 
grow up trying to 
get light. The roots 
of the buckthorn are 
shallow and cover a 
wide area, taking the 
nutrition which the 

native tree needs, and 
eventually killing it.

The second case is the buckthorn which grows in a conical shape; 
wide at the base and with thick foliage. This occurs when the original 
sprouting tree gets cut off, by a mower perhaps. The tree quickly puts 
out multiple stems, which can be seen on the many buckthorn which 
line the paths. There are also a few trees with a similar cone shape and 
a single stem with less dense foliage.

A third type of growth can be seen along the north-west edge of the 
large field, behind the houses which are on Cunningham Ave. Birds 
have done their pooping when perched on the high mature native trees, 
and the seeds rolled down to the edge of the branches. There is a ‘wall’ 
of buckthorn all the way along this edge of the woods.

Removing buckthorn is not difficult when the trees are still young, and 
there are several methods; but the one rule to follow is not to cut the tree 
and leave it, because any cut will re-grow quickly with multiple shoots.

If people recognised Common Buckthorn and knew the long-term 
effect it is having on the environment, they should want to do something 
about it. Looking back, we have lost the Ash trees and Elm, and earlier 
the Chestnut. Do we want to replace these with buckthorn?

Editor’s Note:
I spent over an hour at Grasshopper Hill Park with Anthony and his 

wife Gretchen. He is truly a champion for the trees in the park, and his 
passion for nature is clearly evident. He first learned about the invasive 
buckthorn trees while volunteering with Fletcher Wildlife Garden after 
retiring. He suggests that over 50% of the trees in Grasshopper Hill Park 
are buckthorn, and unless dealt with appropriately, they will take over 
the park. 

Small trees of many varieties have been planted all over the park, but 
as my Kindergarten students will tell you, one of the things a plant needs 
to grow is space. The buckthorn and its root system under the ground is 
taking over the space, and the new trees will be no match for this villain. 
Buckthorns need to be properly removed before new species have a 
fighting chance, especially since the buckthorn shoots have a special 
liking for freshly turned soil.

Like many things that aren’t good for us, the tree is attractive. A 
number of years ago, garden centres actually sold buckthorn, promoting 
them as fast growers to use for hedges or privacy barriers. Anthony 
told me to look for several growing on front lawns on Cunningham 
Avenue. And there they were, among other beautiful trees and flowers; 
the owners oblivious to its plan to take over the world! Well, the lawn 
at least. He suggested that neighbours whose properties border the park 
would likely oppose taking out the buckthorn, because it does provide 

greenery and privacy. 
Knowledge is power, but when most people around you do not share 

that knowledge, it can be a very frustrating burden to bear. Joggers, 
dog walkers, and even nature lovers traveling the trails in the park see 
beautiful trees, Anthony sees trouble.  

Eco Flim-Flam: Debunking Some Sustainability 
Myths

By Kathryn Norman 

As with any complicated topic, the concept of sustainability has some 
misconceptions, misinformation, and general confusion associated 

with it. This month, I thought I’d address some of this eco ‘flim-flam,’ 
to hopefully make things a little easier and give you some tools to spot 
eco flim-flam when you encounter it in your daily life. Here are a few 
eco-myths, the real story, and how you can find out more. 

Solar Panel Myths
You may have heard that solar panels take so much energy to produce, 

they need to run for many years or decades before they start saving 
energy. I’m not sure where this idea came from – it might have been true 
fifty years ago, or it might have just been made up, but it’s something 
I sometimes get asked about. Related to this, is the idea that solar 
panels rely on some sort of exotic material that is difficult, unethical, or 
environmentally-devastating to acquire. Again, I’m not sure where this 
idea came from. 

The bottom line is that neither of these things are true. Modern solar 
panels are composed almost entirely of silica, and easily recyclable 
metals like steel and aluminum, and recoup their embodied energy from 
manufacture in a few months. Recycling and resource extraction are real 
issues, but solar panels are one of the best technologies for sustainability 
all round. 

Wind Turbine Myths
You may have heard that wind turbines pose human health risks, or 

cause a lot of bird deaths. Both of these are untrue. In the first case, 
there was legitimate concern that this was a possibility when some 
people near wind farms started attributing their symptoms to the noise 
or vibration from turbines, but it’s been researched and it doesn’t hold 
up. These people might be experiencing health issues, but they are not 
caused by the turbines. In the second case, early turbines were built on 
towers with an open, lattice structure. Birds would nest there and be hit 
by turbine blades because they were constantly flying in and out. When 
this was realized, the design was changed. A bird can in theory 

Anthony attempts to pull a buckthorn shoot out of the soil, 
one of dozens surrounding a mature tree.
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The Dutch House 
By Ann Patchett, 2019

Reviewer: Marie-Andrée Lajoie

It is with pleasure that I present to you The Dutch House, the last book 
written by one of my favourite authors, Ann Patchett. She previously 

gave us Bel Canto, Commonwealth and Run, amongst others.
In these bizarre and unsettling times, as 

always, books remain my greatest escape 
and entertainment. What is different now 
is that I have embraced audio books for the 
first time. What an absolute treat to enjoy 
great authors while walking, knitting or 
just doing nothing else!

Tom Hanks reads The Dutch House, 
giving life to the main protagonists, 
Danny Conroy and his older sister Meave. 
We follow them from their tender youth to 
adulthood; from rich to poor, to rich again; 
from Philadelphia to New York City and 
back again. The story goes back and forth 
in time as well, driven by events and 
memories.

The grand old house is named after the builders and original owners, a 
Dutch couple named Mr. and Mrs. VanHoebeeks, whose presence is still 
felt in the house; their faces in paintings and their furniture dominating 
every room. It is described as a one-of-a-kind building, known to all in 
this suburb of Philadelphia. The house remains a constant in the siblings’ 
life, long after they have departed it. They often return, parking nearby 
to look at the house, reminiscing and smoking cigarettes.

In a New York Times review from September 2019, The Dutch House 
is compared to a ‘modern fairy tale’: this is very true. Abandoned by 
their mysterious mother, raised by warm and caring maids under the 
supervision of a loving but distant father, the children’s life is upended 
by the arrival of the ‘evil’ step-mother and her young daughters. Their 
lives unfold in a very different way after the premature death of the 
father. Indeed, the ingredients for a good fairy tale are all there.

Danny graduates with an expensive medical degree from Columbia 
University (to please his sister who wants to deplete an education trust 
fund to spite the mean step-mother). However, his life in New York 
does not involve a career in medicine. Maeve, for her part, will remain 
in Pennsylvania, living a modest life, forever present in her brother’s. 

This well-written story finishes in a pleasing way, as most fairy tales 
do. It was a true pleasure to be swept away by a good plot, read by a 
great actor.

I truly appreciate long family sagas of life in the 20th Century. Those 
stories are foreign and neighbourly all at once. If you like the same, The 
Dutch House will be a perfect summer companion, in the shade of your 
garden.

On my night table: The Rules of Civility (Amor Towles), Apeirogon 
(Colum McCann), Where the Crawdads sing (Della Owens); A Woman 
of No Importance (Sonia Purnell).

cont’d from page 27
still fly into a wind turbine, but more birds die from flying into houses, 
overhead power lines, and many other things. Obviously, you wouldn’t 
put a massive wind farm on a key migration point of an endangered 
bird species, but with a little common sense they aren’t really a risk to 
feathered friends. 

Organic is Always Good
When you picture organic farming, you probably picture a small family 

farm with happy chickens and compost-fertilized vegetable patches full 
of heirloom varieties brimming with health and vigor. Certainly, this can 
be the case, and there’s lots of local farmers farming this way. However, 
industrial scale organic agriculture can be just as unsustainable as 
any other industrial agricultural, it just uses chemicals that are on the 
“okay” list according to whoever is doing the certification, which may 
or may not be any better for you or the environment – they don’t need 
to be tested because they are on the “okay” list. Instead of focussing on 
organic, we should be focussing on sustainable agriculture, whatever 
that looks like. 

GMO is Always Bad
There are lots of issues related to genetic modification, and perhaps 

no other area has more misinformation and confusion, so I won’t delve 
too deeply into it here. Suffice to say, treating all applications of GMO 
technology as good or bad is as silly as saying all drugs are good or 
bad: it depends on the situation and how they are used. Not convinced? 
Consider insulin: with diabetes an increasingly common disease, odds 
are you know someone who needs insulin to live. Almost all insulin is 
produced using genetically modified bacteria. Previously, the only way 
to produce insulin was to extract it from the pancreases of slaughtered 
pigs (it still is, to the extent that these are available, but that is not 
enough). Clearly in this case, farming and slaughtering more pigs just 
for insulin wouldn’t be a more sustainable approach. 

The Weird Intersection between Sustainability and Health
I say “weird” because this is an area of overlap that has such a mix of 

important, legitimate connections that not enough people are making, 
and bizarre back alleys of snake oil and drifting priorities. 

Obviously as biological organisms living on this lump of rock hurtling 
through space, the overall health of the biosphere we live in impacts 
our health. Air pollution from burning fossil fuels causes enough health 
impacts (deaths and hospitalization from asthma, for example) that 
eliminating fossil fuel use would pay for itself in public health savings 
even without considering environmental impacts. Not enough people 
recognize this and act on it. 

On the other hand, when you go to an eco-fair and someone is 
selling magic jewelry that protects you from Wi-Fi, it’s hard to see 
the sustainability aspect of that (or for that matter, any sound health-
related reasoning – Wi-Fi is not dangerous, this has been thoroughly 
researched). In addition, some natural remedies, regardless of whether 
they work at all, rely on harvesting endangered species or damaging 
sensitive ecosystems to obtain. This is another complicated area that is 
a bit outside the scope of this column, but hopefully this will give you 
some food for thought. 

Kathryn is happy to have further conversations about any of these 
topics, or other Eco flim-flam you might be wondering about, if you 
contact her at kathryn@sustainableeasternontario.ca
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Children’s Corner

Reviewer: JoAnn Mallory

Little People, Big Dreams
by Isabel Sánchez Vegara, 2011

Little People, Big Dreams is a brilliant series by Maria Isabel Sánchez 
Vegara that introduces pre- and early readers to extraordinary people 
who followed their childhood dreams to achieve incredible things.

This book series celebrates the lives of past and current influential 
people of various genres from scientists and mathematicians, to activists, 
artists, adventurists, and writers that include Marie Currie, Stephen 
Hawkins, Jane Austen, David Attenborough, Georgia O’Keefe, David 
Bowie and Greta Thunberg, for example.  

In few sentences and pages, and with quirky stylish illustrations, 
historic photographs, extra facts plus a biographical timeline, each book 
succinctly captures the life story of an exceptional person, who as a 
child had a dream to follow that changed the world.

Sánchez Vegara’s first book profiles Frida Kahlo, the Mexican artist 
and activist who overcame childhood polio 
and a serious accident to become one of the 
most famous artists of the 20th century. The 
author was highly inspired by Kahlo’s self-
portraits that show her pain and grief, as 
well as her passion for life and instinct for 
survival.

Another important 
figure that Sánchez 
Vegara brings to life 
is Ada Lovelace, 
the British 

mathematician who as a child had a boundless 
imagination and a talent for mathematics. 
Ada grew up in a noble household where she 
dedicated herself to studying. Her work with 
a famous inventor on a very early type of 
computer earned her a place in history as the 
world’s first computer programmer.

The author pays tribute to Mahatma Gandhi as 
one of the most iconic figures of modern life, 
who as a young man dreamt of unity for all 
peoples and religions. Known as “Mahatma,” 
meaning “great soul” in Sanskrit, Gandhi’s 
bravery and unique leadership led his entire 
country in peaceful protests that united, 
and eventually freed, India from decades 
of violence and 
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n 
under British rule.

This series also 
includes the life 

story of writer Agatha Christie, one of the 
bestselling novelists of all time who created 
the great detectives Hercule Poirot and Miss 
Marple. Christie stepped outside the constraints 
of early 20th-century society by becoming a 
nurse in the First World War, travelling the 
world, and using what she learned to help

inspire her writing. 
Maria Isabel Sánchez Vegara, who lives in Barcelona, Spain, published 

the first book in the internationally acclaimed series Little People, Big 
Dreams in 2011. Her latest book about Greta Thunberg will be released 
this month. In addition to this series of hardcover books, the author has 
also created board books for babies and toddlers.

Laura & Emma
By Kate Greathead, 2018

Reviewer: Shayla Beauchamp 

Laura & Emma by Kate Greathead is a 
perfect summer read. When I think of 

summer reads, I think of books that feel light in 
your chest. This book is mundane in its plot, but 
I think that is where I enjoyed it the most. When 
life feels completely unordinary, uncertain, 
and unpredictable as it does now, jumping into 
the everyday lives of Laura and Emma was 
refreshing. 

Laura, whom we follow from 1980 to 1995, 
was born into old money on the Upper East Side 
of Manhattan. Her life changes when her daughter, Emma, arrives by 
unconventional and, by standards of the time, disagreeable means. She 
lies to avoid unwanted attention from her Upper End friends and family. 
We follow their lives year by year in the form of vignettes, which is an 
interesting way to experience a novel; experience a character’s life. It 
feels like you are reading memories versus being told a story. Different 
from other novels I have read, I quite enjoyed it.

What do sex, death, insomnia, the release of letting yourself cry and 
getting older, all have in common? They are what make up life. This 
is not a story of a grand adventure or curious worlds or unexplainable 
happenings, but one of living. It is a charming story of a mother trying 
to raise a daughter on her own; of a woman trying to understand her 
place in what she was given. We are thrown into poignant and sharp 
scenes that illuminate the ups and downs and the complete banality of 
life. What is it like to watch a landscape change? What is it like to have 
opposite values to the family who raised you? What is it like to come to 
terms with change? These questions are ones we can relate to. 

Overall, the book was wonderful and gave me a sense of catharsis for 
everything going on. The reviews reflect divisiveness (likely due to the 
ending), however, with readers showing strong feelings of either love or 
dislike. Either way I think it’s worth your time to figure out where you 
stand.  
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It’s Not Easy, But Look Past the Market Selloff
By Bob Jamieson, CFP

These are challenging times. 
Like everyone, you are 

concerned about keeping your 
family safe and healthy, and 
you’re doing your part to help 
protect your community from the 
effects of the coronavirus. And if 
you’re an investor, you must also 
address your financial situation. 
How should you respond to the 
current market volatility and recent declines in investment prices?

Don’t Panic
For one thing, try to avoid what many others seem to be doing: 

panicking. The market selloff may feel unsettling, but it appears to 
partly be driven, by fear and panic than by economic or financial reality.

Uncertainty is high, but there are reasons that provide more confidence 
in the longer-term outlook, suggesting that conditions still warrant an 
eventual rebound. Canadian unemployment entered this situation near 
a 40-year low, with solid wage growth. We will see a temporary, but 
material, disruption to the labour market, of course, along with a decline 
in economic activity, but households entered this period in generally 
good shape. Interest rates remain near historic lows supporting the 
housing market, and policymakers have acted swiftly to stabilize the 
economy in the near-term and support a recovery once the virus is 
brought under control.

It seems likely that the investment world will finally calm down only 
when the health situation shows signs of containment – and this will 
inevitably happen, despite the grim reports we are seeing these days. 
As a country, we have the motivation, the will, the solidarity and the 
resources to defeat the coronavirus and its effects, despite the pain and 
trauma it is now undoubtedly causing.

Investment Do’s
So, back to our original question: What should you do? Here are a few 

suggestions:
•  Remember why you’re investing. Given the market decline, you 

may be tempted to change your investment strategy. But keep in mind 
that your financial goals, such as a comfortable retirement, are longer-
term than the shelf life of the coronavirus. These goals, not today’s 
headlines, should guide your decisions.

•  Re-evaluate your risk tolerance. The recent volatility provides a 
good test of your ability to weather short-term swings in your portfolio. 
If you’re having a hard time coping with these losses, your portfolio 
may be positioned too aggressively for your risk tolerance. If so, you 
might want to adjust your portfolio mix to include more fixed-income 
securities, which can help provide more “downside” protection. 
However, this would also affect your long-term growth potential.

•  Look for good buying opportunities, because they are certainly out 
there. A well-managed company with a solid business plan that produces 
quality products and services is going to be that same company after the 
coronavirus and oil price panics subside – and right now, that company’s 
stock shares may literally be “on sale.”

While it’s not easy for you to look at your investment statements today, 
remember that you’re investing for goals that may begin or last decades 
away. By keeping your eyes on the horizon, so to speak, you’ll be less 
likely to over-react to the news of the day – and more likely to follow a 
long-term strategy that can work for you.

If you would like some advice in reviewing your investment portfolio 
at this time, please feel free to give me a no-obligation call at 613-526-
3030 or contact me at by email: www.edwardjones.ca/bob-jamieson

YOUR FINANCES
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Cast all your anxiety on him 
because he cares for you -

1 Peter 5:7
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Are you a respectful driver?
By Valda Goudie

If you can 
memorize 

C a n a d a ’s 
d r i v i n g 
laws and 
you know 
the rules of 
the road, 
you can 
pass your 
w r i t t e n 
Ontario driver’s test. 

A quick drive with an instructor in the passenger seat can complete 
the process, and you will be awarded a driver’s license. Does that make 
you a good driver?

Knowledge and Skill are Not Enough
Ontario.ca’s Safe and Responsible Driving begins its advice with 

the following statement: Being a safe and responsible driver takes a 
combination of knowledge, skill and attitude. The following subheadings 
are the recommendations from this website based on attitude.

You must care about the safety of others on the road
Caring means being unselfish. I might be running late to get to work, 

an appointment, or an event. Does that mean I should put other drivers 
at risk? Driving too close to the car ahead so they will move to the 
inside lane… Swerving in and out of the lanes to try and get ahead… 
Speeding… Running the light as it turns red… Using an exit lane or 
bus lane to pass traffic on the inside… Failing to come to a complete 
stop at stop signs or traffic lights… Not adjusting my speed and braking 
distance for poor weather/road conditions… Stopping in a crosswalk 
just to get through a light… Texting while driving to let someone know 
I’m running late… When my boys first got their licenses, it was those 
uncaring drivers that had me worrying about my children’s safety. Why 
are so many people rushing anyway? Just set your alarm a few minutes 
earlier!

If you care, you’ll be aware. Good drivers are always aware of what is 
happening in front, behind and beside them. This is why it’s important 
to limit distractions inside your own vehicle. Using the mirror to apply 
lipstick, changing the radio station, putting your coffee cup back in the 
holder, texting or talking on the phone – these are distractions which can 
cause accidents, and they indicate that you don’t care about the safety 
of yourself or others.

Good drivers make themselves visible. If it’s possible, they don’t linger 
in someone’s blind spot. They put on hazard lights if they are moving 
below the speed limit or have to slow down and pull off the road. While 
most newer vehicles have daytime running lights and automatically 
adjust when it gets dark, I still sometimes see cars driving at night with 
no headlights. Lights should be cleared, clean and in working order.

The shoulder of the highway is for emergencies. If you use the shoulder 
for passing, or to pull off for lunch, you could be blocking the lane for 
emergency vehicles (and you risk getting a hefty ticket).

You must be courteous
Courteous means being unselfish. A good driver is considerate of 

others. Giving someone space to change lanes in front of you… Stopping 

JUST GOOD ADVICE
to let someone merge onto the main road when it’s safe to do so… 
Signalling your intentions with time for others to see and respond… 
Waving ‘thank you’ to those who stop for you… Pulling into the outside 
lane so cars can merge onto the highway more easily… Yielding the 
right of way… Using the horn to warn of a dangerous situation, rather 
than to communicate your road rage…

There are many aggressive drivers on the road, cutting you off or 
tailgating to try and make you speed up. Refusing to respond to their 
aggressive behaviour is courteous to the other motorists sharing the road 
with you. Why make a situation worse or more dangerous? Readers 
Digest.com quotes the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, stating that 
aggressive and dangerous driving accounts for 56 percent of fatal car 
crashes.

Sharing the road with motorcycles, bikes, and pedestrians can 
sometimes slow us down, but a courteous driver will patiently do his/
her best to keep everyone safe.

Communicate with other road users to make sure they see you 
and know what you are doing

Communicating means being unselfish. Making eye contact with 
cyclists, pedestrians and drivers turning in intersections… Using your 
indicator lights to let other drivers know where you plan to go and 
making sure they are turned off after you’ve made the move, making 
your actions predictable… If you let someone merge in front of you, or 
if someone lets you merge, just acknowledge the action with a wave and 
a mouthed ‘thank you.’

In this case, communicating does not mean making rude gestures or 
blaring your horn at a driver who made a mistake. Would you want 
someone doing that to your new-driver-child or your elderly-driver-
parent?

Avoid assumptions. If another motorist, cyclist or pedestrian has not 
communicated their intentions, never assume you know what they plan 
to do. Play it safe and give them space.

In summary, a good driver is one who has an unselfish attitude. We all 
have somewhere to go or we wouldn’t be on the road. Let’s be respectful 
and do our part so that everyone gets to their destination safely. 

Sources:
Ontario.ca: Safe and Responsible Driving
Readers Digest: 11 Driving Etiquette Rules You Forgot Since Driver’s 

Ed
Editor’s Note: 
This article was written in response to a VISTAS reader’s email with 

suggestions for topics. We love to hear from you! If you have suggestions 
or comments, write to us at Editor@vistas-news.ca. 

Photo credit: Gerri Doherty
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Even in uncertain times, seniors still face key 

housing decisions
By Jennifer Moir

In the best of times, deciding to downsize or relocate is a difficult 
decision for many older adults. Now, add the risks and worries that 

come with the current pandemic, and these important decisions and 
choices become even more complicated and stressful.

Over the course of the last two months, I have spoken with many 
individuals and families who have delayed their plans to downsize or 
relocate to smaller homes, rentals, or retirement communities because of 
COVID-19 concerns. Sometimes the interest in downsizing is lifestyle 
driven; in other situations, it is because of critical factors relating to 
their day-to-day health or wellbeing. 

What is the right decision to make in such uncertain times? 
Without exception, each situation must be closely evaluated and 

choices made based on their own set of facts and variables, risk, and 
opportunities. However, the following general guidelines might be 
helpful at this time. 

Reliable Access to Basic Needs
For the most vulnerable of seniors, or those of very advanced age and 

managing a variety of complex conditions, relocating may still be the right 
choice if it means having 
reliable access to food, 
care, safety, and security. 
Social distancing leaves 
many isolated, without 
the ability to connect with 
family or regular caregivers 
and suppliers. It can be 
reassuring and practical to 
be part of a community that 
provides day-to-day needs. 
When needed, the important questions become: how to make the right 
choice in residence, how the receiving community is managing the risk 
of COVID 19, and are you ready to accept any restrictions or limitations 
that are in place for safety reasons?

Maintaining Health and Stability at Home
For other seniors who are in a less critical, day-to-day situation, 

prolonging their stay at home may be the better option right now 
until there is more certainty around the virus. The most important 
considerations for this group, is maintaining health and the stability 
of their situation. This may require enlisting the help of others, such 
as neighbours, nearby family and friends, community services, and 
professionals. Ensuring a contingency plan is in place in case things 
change suddenly, is also highly recommended. 

Sound decision-making depends on gathering good information, 
insight, and reflecting on your own needs and wishes. 

On Monday, June 15 from 10 to 11 a.m. and on Wednesday, June 
17 from 1 to 2 p.m., Age Well Solutions will be hosting a webinar 
entitled “Seniors housing options: Making choices during uncertain 
times.” It is free to participate, and all are welcome. 

Register by emailing info@agewellsolutions.ca, on-line at www.
agewellsolutions.ca or by calling 613-277-6449.

The Affordability Fund is here to help with your 
energy costs

By Lobna Aggour, Outreach Coordinator (Affordability Fund Trust)
 

The Affordability 
Fund is 

administered by the 
Affordability Fund 
Trust, an independent 
Board of Trustees 
representing the 
electricity and 
community sectors. 
The Trust’s mandate 
is to make energy 
more affordable for Ontarians. Its aim is to provide meaningful and 
persistent relief to people that do not qualify for low income programs 
and who can’t afford the cost to conserve. 

The Affordability Fund is entirely focused on delivering a program 
that can best serve the Trust’s beneficiaries; Ontarians who:

 do not qualify for low income electricity programs;
 can’t afford conservation without assistance;
 are on fixed; precarious or stagnant incomes; and,
 own, rent or lease homes heated with electricity.
We are serving a market that is struggling to make ends meet. They 

are young families trying to manage their bills and the cost of running a 
home; seniors living in older housing stock (often alone) but who can’t 
afford energy saving upgrades; people on fixed incomes and people 
with precarious income.

People who own, rent or lease homes may qualify for energy saving 
measures at three different levels – depending on the degree of their 
energy burden, which is calculated using the household’s total income 
against electricity costs. People with a higher energy burden may be 
eligible for items such as new Energy Star appliances, home insulation 
and heat pumps. Others may qualify for home energy kits that can save 
hundreds of dollars a year on their electricity bill.

The Affordability Fund is demonstrating strong progress to date. In 
2018 we saw more than 50,000 people apply to the program.

If you believe the Affordability Fund can provide relief to someone, 
please encourage them to enroll and determine their eligibility. 
Applicants need a copy of their hydro bill and an estimate of their 
household income. For more information, please contact me directly at 
613-808-0200 or email me at laggour@thegoodcompanions.ca. 

The Affordability Fund is a United Way Community Activation Pilot 
Program.

SENIOR SPACE
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TASTY TRIAL
Time for a Giggle

By Andra
 

Q: Where do sharks go on summer vacation?
A: Finland!
 
Woman: My son came to visit for summer 
vacation!
Neighbour: Oh nice! Did you meet him at the 
airport?
Woman: No, I’ve known him for years!
 
Q: Where do goldfish go on vacation?
A: Around the globe!
 
Q: Why can’t basketball players go on vacation?
A: They’d get called for travelling!
 
Q: Where did the sheep go on vacation?
A: The Baa-hamas!
 
Man: What’s gray, has four legs and a trunk?
Woman: An elephant!
Man: No, a mouse on vacation!
 
Girl: Where did your mom go for vacation?
Boy: Alaska.
Girl: Nevermind, I’ll ask her myself.
 
Q: Why did Humpty Dumpty have a great fall?
A: To make up for his miserable summer.
 
Q: What’s brown, hairy and wears sunglasses?
A: A coconut on vacation!
 
This is Andra’s last submission to VISTAS. We loved her jokes and 
riddles and will miss her dearly!
If you are someone with a sense of humour who’d like to contribute to 
VISTAS on a monthly basis, putting a smile on our faces or causing 
hearty laughs, please contact editor@vistas-new.ca with your favourite 
joke!

TIME FOR A GIGGLE
Israeli Couscous with Apples, Cranberries and 

Herbs

Submitted by Martina Sherwood, she says it’s a recipe that’s always 
high on the request list; awesome with salmon; a hit at backyard BBQ 
parties. Found on Food Network, the 5-star recipe is accredited to 
Giada de Laurentiis.

Prep: 15 min 
Cook: 20 min
Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Ingredients
Couscous:
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 cups Israeli couscous (or barley or orzo) (available at Bulk Barn)
4 cups low-sodium chicken broth
1/4 cup chopped fresh flat-leaf parsley
1 1/2 tablespoons chopped fresh rosemary leaves
1 teaspoon chopped fresh thyme leaves
1 medium green apple, diced
1 cup dried cranberries
1/2 cup slivered almonds, toasted, see Cook’s Note
 
Vinaigrette:
1/4 cup apple cider vinegar
2 tablespoons maple syrup
1 tablespoon kosher salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/4 cup olive oil
 
Directions:
For the couscous: In a medium saucepan, heat the olive oil on medium-

high heat. Add the couscous and cook, stirring occasionally until slightly 
browned and aromatic, about 3 to 5 minutes. Add the chicken broth 
and bring to a boil. Simmer for 10 to12 minutes or until the liquid has 
evaporated. Transfer the cooked couscous to a large bowl and set aside 
to cool. Add the parsley, rosemary, thyme, apple, dried cranberries, and 
almonds.

 
For the vinaigrette: In a small bowl, combine the vinegar, maple syrup, 

salt, and pepper. Whisk in the olive oil until smooth. Pour the vinaigrette 
over the couscous and toss to coat evenly.

 
Cook’s Note
To toast the almonds, preheat the oven to 350 degrees F. Arrange the 

almonds in a single layer on a baking sheet. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes or 
until golden brown. Cool completely before using.
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online programming.

ISOLATION RECREATION
Check out some of the activities and resources that we have for adults, 

teens and kids alike.
Overdrive and Libby eBooks and Audiobooks
You can download up to 10 downloadable audiobooks or eBooks per 

card. Download the Libby app for your phone, tablet or mobile device. 
If you have a Kobo, you can download and transfer eBooks via your 
computer using Adobe Digital Editions 3.0.

Express eBooks: Cloud Library
Borrow new and popular fiction and non-fiction for 7 days. Loans are 

first come, first served with no requests.  
Movies
Looking to watch some movies while you’re at home? OPL has got you 

covered with thousands of titles through our streaming video collections
Hoopla - Hosts an eclectic mix of videos for both adults and kids, 

including TV series and specials from networks like PBS and Acorn TV, 
blockbuster and arthouse films from distributors like Mongrel Media, 
and kid-friendly favourites like the LEGO animated titles. you can 
borrow up to 8 titles (temporarily increased from 4) per month. You’ll 
be free to stream and re-stream your selections for 72 hours before 
they’ll be automatically returned. And for a limited period, Hoopla is 
also offering a selection of “Bonus Borrows,” titles you can check out 
that don’t count against your monthly limit. 

Kanopy Films - An unparalleled collection of critically-acclaimed, 
classic, and conversation-starting films. Start browsing Kanopy’s deep 
catalogue, where you’ll be able to select titles for 72-hour streaming 
access. An eclectic and evolving (more titles are constantly being 
added!) group of films. Moreover, the entire Kanopy Kids collection is 
also being offered credit-free! Click the “Go to Kanopy Kids” link at the 
top of the Kanopy homepage to access this collection. 

Access Video on Demand - A streaming video platform with a focus 
on educational films. The collection includes thousands of videos and 
video segments over 1,094 subject categories. The topics range from 
Arts and Humanities, Business and Economics, Science, Mathematics 
and Technology, Social Sciences, Careers and Trades, Health and 
Wellness, Home and Family, and Archival films and newsreels. Many 
popular documentaries originally produced for National Geographic, 
HBO, PBS, BBC, TED Talks, Nova, Rick Steeves’ Europe, Scientific 
American, and more are included. 

Mango Languages
Mango Languages offers 40 online language learning courses for 

English speakers and 15 English courses for non-English speakers. 
Each course has 100 lessons. In each lesson, the students see text and 
hear dialog that they are invited to repeat. You can set up a profile and 
track your progress or simply enjoy as a guest.

Just for Kids
Contains over 8,092 fun and informative video and audio titles 

featuring Berenstein Bears, Franklin the Turtle, Wild Kratts and many 
more. Subject areas include arts, music, animals, sports, hobbies, math, 
science and reading. More than 430 educational interactives are also 
available. 

UPCOMING EVENTS

ALTA VISTA PUBLIC LIBRARY, JUNE 2020
Succursale Alta Vista Branch is located at 2516 Alta Vista Drive, but 

is currently closed due to COVID-19. 
The staff at the Alta Vista Library hope that you are keeping well 

and healthy during difficult times. Please visit our website www.
biblioottawalibrary.ca regularly for updates on reopening. If you have 
materials checked out, please keep in mind that the outdoor book return 
is currently closed off. Please hold on to your materials until the Library 
reopens.

We may be closed; however, we continue to offer many services 
online to keep you occupied and entertained while you’re at home. 
From downloadable eBooks, audio books, magazines, and newspapers 
to movies to language lessons to children’s programming, there is 
something for everyone.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING
Free weekly children’s programming is available until the end of June 

via Zoom. You can find the Zoom links under the listings on our website 
at www.biblioottawalibrary.ca.

Online Storytime – Tuesdays at 10 a.m. (All ages)
Online Babytime – Tuesdays at 11 a.m. (Ages 0 -18 months)
Heure du conte direct en ligne – Les mercredis à 10h 
Bébés à la biblio en direct - Les mercredis à 11h 
Bilingual Online Babytime / Bébés à la biblio bilingue en direct - 

Thursday at 11 a.m. 
Bilingual Online Storytime /Heure du conte bilingue en direct - 

Thursday at 3 p.m. 

ADULT PROGRAMMING
The following programs will take place via Zoom. You can find the 

Zoom links under the listings on our website at www.biblioottawalibrary.
ca. 

Spring Book Social Online: Join us for an evening with three 
representatives from Penguin Random House Canada and Harper 
Collins publishers for an exclusive preview of upcoming titles! Learn 
about great new reads! Register online to receive your booklists and the 
event link. Thursday, June 11 at 5:30 p.m.

Ultimate Career Strategy Toolkit Online! Part 3: Building 
Relationships: Tuesday, June 2 at 5 p.m.

Virtual Death Café: In partnership with the Home Hospice Association 
to offer another death café online, the objective is to increase awareness 
of death with a view to helping people make the most of their (finite) 
lives. During these uncertain times a safe and non-judgmental space to 
talk about something that feels even closer to home is more important 
than ever before.

Please register through link on the website that leads to the Home 
Hospice Association.

Friday, June 5 at 12:30 p.m.
Please continue to check our website for updated information regarding
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UPCOMING EVENTS

TumbleBook Library - Collection of online books created by adding 
animation, sound, music and narration to existing picture books from 
major children’s book publishers and designed to develop a love of 
reading in children. The books can be read by parents to their children 
or read by a child. Games, quizzes and other activities are included to 
help develop reading skills. TumbleBookLibrary can be used in English, 
French and Spanish. 

Magazines and Newspapers
Flipster - gives online access to current and past issues of popular 

magazine titles including Hello! Canada, Maclean’s, Scientific 
American, Time, People as well as titles for children and teens. 

PressReader - provides access to 3,500 newspapers and magazines 
in 60 languages from all over the world. Advanced features allow 
automated translation as well the ability to listen to articles. Canadian 
newspaper titles include the Ottawa Citizen, the Globe and Mail, 
National Post, Le Devoir. 

RBDigital Magazines - offers many popular magazines including 
The Economist, Canadian Living, National Geographic, The New 
Yorker and many more. The RBdigital app also includes access to some 
eAudiobooks. 

To access these resources and much more, please visit www.
biblioottawalibrary.ca, and click on Online Resources for a full list. A 
valid Library card is required.

If you require a Library card, your card is expired or you simply need 
some help, contact InfoService by phone or email from Monday to 
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., for help or to gain access to OPL’s eContent 
with your temporary card. 

Phone 613-580-2940 or email here: biblioottawalibrary.ca/en/node/
add/support-ticket. You can also sign up for a temporary card here: 
biblioottawalibrary.ca/en/getacard. 

Stay safe and we hope to see you back in person real soon!

 

COMMUNITY EVENTS Summer 2020

ST. AIDAN’S ANGLICAN CHURCH: 
Although our church building is closed, our church community 

continues to flourish. Please visit our website www.staidansottawa.org 
if you would like to receive Rev. Linda’s weekly Pastoral Update and 
weekly Prayer Guide. Join us for online Sunday Worship with the people 
of St. Bartholomew’s at www.stbartsottawa.ca. The liturgy is posted at 
approximately 9 a.m. each Sunday and can be accessed at any time after 
that. For more information contact the church office at 613-733-0102 or 
by email at staidans@bellnet.ca.

RIDEAU PARK UNITED CHURCH:
The Rideau Park United Church building continues to be closed, as 

a Public Health requirement during the Pandemic, and likely will be 
for some time yet. However, a number of church events and activities 
are happening online for spiritual & social connection over the summer 
months. For information, please contact us at 613-733-3156 ext. 228 or 
at www.rideaupark.ca. These activities include: 

- Sunday 10 a.m. Worship Services: Live-streamed at www.rideaupark.
ca with a welcoming message, hymns, prayers, videos, scripture, and a 
thoughtful reflection. Please join us!

- Weekday Prayers: posted each day on the Rideau Park United Church 
Facebook page, by Rev. Elizabeth or Rev. Steve. No need to join the 
Facebook Group to view the postings.

- Camp Awesome 2020: A day camp for children aged 4 to 12 years, 
will be offered as an online experience this summer. A work in progress, 
current thinking suggests that the Camp will become a one-hour, age-
specific online event, meeting on weekdays for two weeks in the summer. 
Participants would receive an “at home camp package” to help them 
take part in camp activities. Watch the church website, www.rideaupark.
ca for more info as the program develops, and also for registration.

- Healing Pathway Ministry: Practitioners are offering healing prayer 
over the phone since in-person sessions are not currently possible. For 
more info, please contact, healingpathway@rideaupark.ca or Rev. 
Steve Clifton at sclifton@rideaupark.ca.

- Rideau Park United Church Facebook Group: Connect with others 
for videos, community news and sharing opportunities. It is a public 
page. Consider joining the group if you wish to comment.

ST. TIMOTHY’S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH:
We invite you to join our regular Sunday morning worship services 

online.  Please see the WORSHIP tab to access the link, or check us out 
on Facebook. Please visit our site at sttimsottawa.com for updates. If 
you need pastoral care please contact Rev. Reine at 613-255-6787.

EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH:
Our Building may be CLOSED until at least August 31st, but our 

Church is OPEN!
EMMANUEL’S LIVE-STREAM WEBCAST:  Join our live-

streamed service on Sundays 10 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. at emmanuelunited.
ca/worship/webcast.php. Visit www.emmanuelunited.ca for up-to-date 
information or contact our office at 613-733-0437. If you need help, have 
a question or just want to talk, please email office@emmanuelunited.ca.

COMMUNITY RECREATION & CULTURAL PROGRAMS
Please note that all City of Ottawa recreational facilities will be closed 

until June 30. City spring programs are cancelled.
Canada Day is coming soon. What a wonderful country we live in! 
This video is an amazing compilation of what makes us the best
 country in the world:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=37nGeXn2K9c&feature=youtu.be
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ALTA VISTA RESIDENT. Experienced cabinet maker. Built-in 
shelving. Kitchen/bathroom renovation. Wood worker. References 
available. Call Mike McNerney at 819-329-5183. 
BRENNAN BROTHERS LTD. Finish Basements, Bathrooms, 
Kitchens, Drywall, Painting, all flooring, all roofing, repairs, doors & 
windows, decks, build houses. We do stipple ceilings and repair them. 
10% Summer discount. Free estimates, guaranteed workmanship. 
613-733-6336.   
CLEAN THE RIGHT WAY. Weekly, bi-weekly, and one-time 
cleanings available. Over 20 years’ experience. Same two cleaners each 
visit. References available. Please call or text Lesley at 613-501-5773. 
HANDYMAN. Will do plumbing, carpentry, drywall, electric repair. 
Kitchen, bathroom, renovation, tile work. Excellent references. Police 
check. No HST. Please call Peter at 613-797-9905 or 613-249-8445.
HANDYMAN DAN. Helping seniors stay in their homes... $25 
hourly rate. (4 hours minimum) Please call 613-501-7761 or email 
handymandan77@yahoo.com. 
HELPFUL GUY. Need help tackling those decluttering, sorting out 
and organizing tasks? No job too small. Please call Doug at 613-733-
2407 or email helpfulguy@bell.net. 
JAMIE NININGER Alta Vista native.  Painting, (interior/ exterior) 
plumbing, decks, patios, flooring (ceramic, wood, laminate) playrooms, 
vanities, faucets, countertops, etc. Call 613-852-8511 or 613-733-1951.
LAWNMOWER/SNOWBLOWER TUNEUPS / REPAIRS.  Mobile 
service; we come to you.  Tune-up for snow blower $94.95. Lawnmower 
tune-up $79.95. Plus, parts, tax and $20 service charge. City-wide 
service. 613-747-2281.
MODESTI MASONRY. Established in 1965. Chimney re-pointing, 
parging, flagstone. All masonry needs. Our reputation is quality. 613-
293-6002.
PAINTING. 20 years’ experience. All types of plastering, painting 
interior/exterior residential & commercial, free estimates.  We do stipple 
ceilings and repair them. 15% Summer discount. 2-year warranty on 
workmanship. 613-733-6336.

CLASSIFIED ADS
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